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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the present study was to determine if there is a relationship
between self-awareness and nearsightedness (myopia). For this investigation, myopia
was defined as a refractive error of -0.50 diopters or greater in each eye. Participants
included 100 adults, 50 with myopia and 50 with normal vision. All subjects completed
two written self-assessments, the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) and Dissociative
Experiences Scale (DES). The POI was used to assess level of self-awareness and the
DES to measure frequency of dissociation (an absence of self-awareness). A
correlational research design was employed. Data were analyzed using the t-test for
independent samples, ANCOVA, and Mann-Whitney U tests. Findings were statistically
significant between groups (p = .004) on the Nature of Man, Constructive of the POI
suggesting that nearsighted people tend to view the inherent nature of humankind as more
negative than those with normal vision. Reciprocal correlations were found within the
nearsighted group between the degree of refractive error and the following POI subscales:
Self-Actualizing Value (r = .43, p = .002), Spontaneity (r = .29, p = .04), Self-Regard
(r = .52, p = .000), Nature of Man, Constructive (r = .30, p = .03), and Synergy (r = .28,
p = .05). These correlations suggest that a decreased level of self-awareness is related to
higher myopia. There was no statistical significance found between groups on the DES.
Implications and recommendations for future research are included.

Key Words: myopia, nearsightedness, refractive error, eyesight, vision, self-awareness,
dissociation, Personal Orientation Inventory (POI), Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES)
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

Background of the Problem

Nearsightedness (myopia) is a condition in which an individual has constant

blurred vision at a distance but is able to see clearly up close.1 Myopia is considered the

most common eye problem in the world.2 It is estimated that twenty-five percent of the

world’s population is myopic3 and epidemiological research indicates that prevalence is

increasing.4 Along with high prevalence is high financial burden. An estimated two

billion dollars a year is spent in the United States alone on corrective lenses.5

There are many theories on the cause of myopia but unfortunately since 1611,

when the condition was first described,6 its origin has yet to be agreed upon. Heavily

researched potential causes for the condition most often include: genetics and nearpoint

(or close work) stress. But despite centuries of research there is still no known etiology

for nearsightedness.7

There are metaphysical and holistic theories occasionally emerging that consider

personality traits, emotions, stress levels, psychological responses, and lack of

willingness to see aspects of the self, all as potentially playing a role in nearsighted

vision. If fear is related to myopia, is it possible that nearsighted people are responding

to stress by dissociating? Or is it possible that a lack of self-awareness is causing blurred

vision in myopic people who choose not to see aspects of themselves?

The purpose of this study was to determine if there a relationship between self-

awareness and myopia. With myopia affecting such a high percentage of the population,

it is well worth exploring alternative links to the condition. Such research could lead to
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potential improvements or changes in the way we currently treat this far reaching and

rapidly-growing problem.

Statement of the Problem

Current, non-surgical treatments for myopia improve the symptoms of the

condition but do not provide a cure. With the near epidemic increases in myopia in

various populations around the world, this ailment not only warrants the attention of

researchers but demands it. Examining the problem from a new perspective affords

investigators the opportunity to traverse uncharted territories while potentially offering

hopeful insight to the current understanding of myopia.

Purpose and Importance of the Study

Research seeking alternative links to nearsightedness is important due to the

potential impact it may have on both furthering the current understanding of the condition

as well as improving treatments. If it can be determined that there is a link between self-

awareness and myopia perhaps treatments in the future will include mind-body healing

modalities to complement or amend traditional approaches.

Statement of Research Questions

 Is there a relationship between myopia and level of self-awareness?

 Do those with myopia dissociate more frequently than people with normal,

20/20 vision?

Hypotheses

1. Research results will demonstrate a relationship between self-awareness and

nearsightedness.
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2. Research results will yield a reciprocal correlation between self-awareness

and myopia suggesting that a decreased level of self-awareness is related to

higher myopia.

3. Research findings will suggest that nearsighted individuals dissociate more

frequently than those with normal, 20/20 vision.

Null Hypotheses

1. Research results will not demonstrate a relationship between self-awareness

and nearsightedness.

2. Research findings will not suggest that nearsighted individuals dissociate

more frequently than those with normal, 20/20 vision.

Definition of Terms8

Accommodation–The ability to change visual focus.

Acuity–The clarity of vision.

Alter–An alternate, distinctive personality or identity in an individual with Dissociative
Identity Disorder.

Aqueous humor –Watery fluid that fills the anterior chamber of the eye, in front of the
lens.

Astigmatism –Blurred vision due to irregular curvature of the cornea or lens; visual
asymmetry.

Choroid –Middle layer of the eyeball that contains a dark pigment to prevent the
scattering of incoming light rays.

Ciliary muscle–The circular muscle that changes the shape of the lens and holds the
lens in place.

Cones –Receptor cells located in the retina that are stimulated by bright light.

Convergence–The ability to point both eyes at the same object at the same time.
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Cornea –The convex, transparent, anterior part of the eye which allows light to pass
through it to the lens.9

Corrective lenses –Glasses or contact lenses used to treat the symptoms of poor vision
by compensating for the eye’s optical defects.

Diopter–The unit of measure used to determine the refractive power of a corrective
lens.

Extraocular muscles –Six extrinsic muscles located around the eyeball.

Fovea centralis–The spot on the retina that contains the highest concentration of cones;
the area of sharpest visual acuity. Sometimes referred to simply as fovea.

Hyperopia (Farsightedness)–The ability to see far objects more clearly than near
objects.

Iris –The colored, donut shaped structure seen through the cornea.

Lateral geniculate body –One of two elevations in the lateral posterior thalamus
receiving visual impulses from the retina via the optic nerve and tracts and relaying the
impulses to the visual cortex.10

Lens –Transparent body behind the pupil, focuses light rays on the pupil.

Myopia (Nearsightedness)–The ability to see near objects more clearly than far objects.

Nearpoint stress –Fatigue of visual strain on the eyes when doing close up work.

Oblique muscles –Voluntary muscles used to roll the eyeball.

Optic chiasm –The location in the brain where about half of the fibers from each eye
cross to the opposite side of the brain.

Optical infinity –Light rays entering the eye are roughly parallel from twenty feet or
beyond, this point is referred to as optical infinity.11

Orthokeratology–The use of rigid contact lenses for corneal reshaping as a means of
temporary myopia reduction.12

Presbyopia–The gradual loss of accommodative powers for near vision that usually
occurs after age forty.

Primary visual cortex –Region of the brain located in the back of the head where visual
impulses are interpreted.
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Pupil –The opening in the center of the iris that regulates the amount of light entering
the eye.

Refraction–The bending of light as it passes through substances of different densities.

Refractive error–A numerical measurement of the eye’s inability to focus parallel rays 
of light directly on the retina.

Retina –The light sensitive, innermost layer of the eye; contains rods and cones.

Retinoscope –Instrument used to shine a light into the eye onto the retina to determine
errors of refraction.

Retinoscopy –A procedure for examining eyes that involves measuring possible errors
of refraction.

Rods –Receptors located in the retina that are responsible for night vision.

Sclera –The tough, white outer layer of the eyeball.

Vitreous humor –The jellylike fluid inside the eye, posterior to the lens.

List of Abbreviations and Acronyms

DES Dissociative Experiences Scale

DID Dissociative Identity Disorder (formerly known as Multiple Personality Disorder)

FDA Food and Drug Administration

MPD Multiple Personality Disorder

PI Principal Investigator

POI Personal Orientation Inventory

Abbreviations for Scales and Subscales of the POI

A Acceptance of Aggression

C Capacity for Intimate Contact

Ex Existentiality

Fr Feeling Reactivity
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I Inner-Directed

Nc Nature of Man, Constructive

S Spontaneity

Sa Self-Acceptance

SAV Self-Actualizing Value

Sr Self-Regard

Sy Synergy

TC Time Competence
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CHAPTER 2:
LITERATURE REVIEW

This Literature Review is intended to offer the reader an overview of the existing

literature and research pertinent to the study. A description of the anatomy and

physiology of the eye is followed by potential etiologies and treatments for

nearsightedness (myopia). The impact of stress and emotion on eyesight are also

discussed. Additionally, a holistic perspective on myopia is considered. The intent of

this discourse is to offer support for the present research.

Anatomy and Physiology of the Eye

Figure 1. Vertical Sagittal Section of the Eye.1

The eye is a spherical, light sensing organ made up of three different layers of

tissue. These layers are: the sclera (the tough, white part of the eye), followed by the

choroid (a vascular layer of tissue inside the eye),2 and on the back side of the interior of

the eyeball is the retina (the light sensitive layer).3 At the front of the eye is the cornea, a
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transparent, dome-shaped structure filled with watery fluid called aqueous humor. The

cornea allows light to enter the eyeball and is said to be responsible for the majority of

the eye’s focusing power.4

When light enters through the cornea, it then travels through the pupil which is

actually a hole in the center of the iris (the colored part of the eye). The iris is a doughnut

shaped, involuntary muscle, responsible for the dilation and constriction of the pupil.

This function controls the amount of light that enters the eye. Typically the iris dilates

the pupil, making it bigger, in low light situations and constricts it, when light is

brighter.5 The pupil, however, can also be dilated by fear, interest, or other emotions.6

Behind the pupil is the lens. The lens, a transparent structure, helps the cornea

focus light rays onto the back of the eye onto the retina. There is no blood supply to the

lens itself. The lens is sustained by aqueous humor in front of it and vitreous humor, a

clear jellylike substance which fills the inside of the eye, behind it. A ligament called the

ciliary muscle holds the lens in place. This ligament relaxes when the eye focuses on

distant objects creating only a slightly curved shape in the lens. When looking at closer

objects, the ciliary muscle contracts causing the lens to bulge, creating more of a curve.7

Light rays are further bent, or refracted, by the vitreous humor before it reaches the

retina.

The Retina

The purpose of the retina is to detect light and translate it into nerve signals for

the brain to interpret.  “The retina is part of the brain, having been sequestered from it 

early in development but having kept its connections with the brain proper through a

bundle of fibers–the optic nerve.”8
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The retina contains photoreceptors called rods and cones which are highly

sensitive to light. Rods are used to determine degrees of light and dark and cones to

distinguish colors.9 There are approximately 125 million rods and 7 million cones in the

human eye.10 The highest concentration of cones exists in a small depression located

near the center of the retina, called the fovea centralis. Images focused directly on the

fovea, in adequate light, provide the sharpest visual acuity.11

Photoreceptors are responsible for changing a light stimulus into nerve impulses

which then travel to the optic nerve, located at the posterior of the eyeball. From the

optic nerve, these impulses are transported to the visual cortex of the occipital lobe of the

brain where interpretation takes place.12

The Visual Pathway

“What you see is not what your retina is taking in.”13 The image one perceives is

a highly processed version of the electrical information the retina sends to the brain.14

The eye itself is only responsible for approximately ten percent of vision, the other ninety

percent occurs throughout the brain.15
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Figure 2. The Visual Pathway.16

The information sent from the retina of each eye via the optic nerve, described as

“an electric cable composed of one million wires called axons”17 travels through the optic

chiasm. Here, at the optic chiasm, about half of the fibers from each eye cross to the

opposite side of the brain and the other half continues on the same side from which they

originated.  From the chiasm, fibers travel to several places in the brain, to locations “that 

have to do with such specific responses as eye movements and the pupillary light reflex,

but most terminate in the two lateral geniculate bodies.”18 The lateral geniculate bodies

are structures located bilaterally in the midbrain and act as synaptic connections. It is

believed that these structures do not “exert any profound transformation” on the visual 

information sent to them.19 From the lateral geniculate bodies are another set of axons
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that project information to various parts of the primary visual cortex (or V1), located at

the back of the head.20 (See figure 2).

The eyes are only a small portion of the visual system. These“sense organs are 

merely aids to their respective brain centers; it is the mind which perceives,” according to 

Margaret Corbett, in her book, Help Yourself to Better Eyesight.21 Donald Hoffman,

professor at the University of California, discusses the complexities of vision in his book,

Visual Intelligence. Hoffman explains that,“What happens when you see is not a 

mindless process of stimulus and response, as behaviorists thought for much of the

twentieth century, but a sophisticated process of construction whose intricacies we are

now beginning to understand.”22 Disturbances anywhere along the visual pathway, not

only in the eyeballs themselves, can result in problems seeing.

Development of Visual Skills

Prior to the 1930’s it was thought thatseeing was an innate ability for those born

with healthy eyes, it was considered as automatic as one’s ability to breathe.  Babies are 

born with visual reflexes but how to use the eyes to see involves over twenty separate

learned skills.23 “In addition to forming images, the visual system is involved in the 

ability to determine size, speed, distance, and position of an object; the ability to estimate

the composition, texture, weight, purpose, and age of an object without touching it; the

ability to compare one object with another; ability to maintain balance, posture, and

direction; and the ability to read and interpret written words, signs and symbols.”24 These

skills are learned in childhood. It takes humans approximately ten years to acquire a fully

developed visual system.25 Some children learn them faster than others, while some

develop defective visual skills that hinder them throughout the rest of their lives.26
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Measuring Eyesight

Visual acuity refers to one’s ability to see clearly. This is determined by having a

person placed twenty feet from an eye chart and asking them to identify varying sized

letters. Twenty feet is the standard measure used because from this distance light rays

entering the eye are roughly parallel. This point is referred to as optical infinity, meaning

that anywhere from twenty feet or beyond is basically equivalent in terms of the way

light is entering the eye.27

Anindividual with “normal vision”stands twenty feet from the eye chart and is

able to identify the row of letters eye care specialists agree a person should be able to see

from that distance. Normal vision is referred to as 20/20. Patients are always tested from

this standard twenty feet and so the first number remains the same indicating the distance

at which the test was given. The second number is the one that changes. For example if

a person has 20/100 vision this means that she sees at twenty feet what a person with

20/20 vision can see at one hundred feet.28

The standard eye chart used to measure vision was created by Dr. Hermann

Snellen in the mid nineteenth century. He used his assistant, who was a person who he

felt had good eyesight, to determine what he could see at twenty feet from this chart.

Based on the row of letters his assistant could identify, the standard was set.29

There are two parts to a customary eye exam: the objective and the subjective

components. The objective portion is called retinoscopy. This is where the examiner

creates an artificial state of rest for the eye either by using blurred lenses or with eye

drops which paralyze the eye’s internal structures.  The examiner then looks into the eye 
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with an instrument known as a retinoscope; this instrument shines a light into the eye

onto the retina and a measurement of refraction is obtained.

Diopters are the measure used for lens power. Beginning with the smallest unit,

one quarter of a diopter, or 0.25, the numbers increase in 0.25 increments. The higher the

number the more powerful the corrective lens prescribed.30

In the subjective portion of the eye examination the patient is asked questions,

“Which is clearer, number 1 or number 2?” for example, as different lens options are 

presented to the patient. This is subjective becausethe patient’s own perception is what 

is being measured. Both of the conventional objective and subjective measurements used

are based on the assumption that we see only with our physical eyes.31 “The light 

[entering the eye] interacts with live tissue, and the combined energy is fed to your brain,

where 90 percent of the process we call ‘vision’ occurs.  Yet, most optometrists… and 

ophthalmologists… determine the quality of… vision by examining only [the] eyes 

themselves.”32

Definition of Myopia

According toMosby’s Medical, Nursing, and Allied Health Dictionary, myopia is

defined as, “a condition of nearsightedness caused by the elongation of the eyeball or by

an error in refraction so that parallel rays are focused in front of the retina.”33 The result

is constant blurred vision at a distance but an ability to see clearly close up. The point of

clear vision for people with more severe myopia may be as close as two to three inches

from the eyes.34

The most common parameters used to define myopia are a refractive error of

either -0.25 diopter and greater or a refractive error of -0.50 diopter and greater.35 High
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myopia is a condition of extreme nearsightedness (refractive error of more than -6.00

diopters) and is associated with increased risk of retinal detachment, glaucoma, and other

severe eye conditions.36

Typically nearsightedness begins in childhood or early adolescence and

progresses until early adulthood, at which point it stabilizes.37 Progression may once

again resume in late adulthood.38

Prevalence of Myopia

Myopia is considered the most common eye problem in the world.39 Research

and epidemiology reports show a strikingly high but variable incidence in the condition

around the globe. In the United States, myopia is the most common vision problem,

affecting over 25% of the population.40 41 In Asia, reports indicate as much as 70-90% of

the population is myopic.42 43 44 But in Africa only 10-20% of people are reported to be

affected.45 With such a large portion of the population affected by this condition, the

importance of continued research on the subject is evident.

Etiology

There is no known cause for myopia.46 Myopia does tend to run in families but

there is strong scientific evidence that suggest it is not a genetic disorder.47 In fact, there

is no gene currently known that causes nearsightedness.48 49 A fair amount of evidence

exists to suggest that near work, such as reading and other close work, may be related to

the development of myopia, but still there is evidence to the contrary (as will be

presented). The literature is peppered with contradiction and inconsistencies but one

thing is clear, myopia’s etiology remains unknown.50 The following section begins with
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a discussion of the structure of the eye followed by potential causes for nearsightedness.

Other associated factors will also be explored.

Structure of the Eye

It is generally agreed that an increased length of the eye (in its antero-posterior

axis) is what causes nearsightedness. Nearsighted eyes, on average, measure longer than

those of people with normal vision.51 Light coming into the eye of a myopic individual

focuses in front of the retina because the retina is “too far back”52 causing blurred

distance vision.

In terms of anatomical structure, there are many components to consider. Dr. R.

Gottlieb expresses this in his doctoral dissertation on nearsightedness, stating that, “There

are a large number of variables which make up the optical anatomy or the refractive

accuracy of eyes. These include the curvature of the optical elements (surfaces of the

cornea and the lens); the physical length (axial length) of the eyeball from the cornea to

the retina; the positioning of the optical elements; the thickness of the optical elements;

and the index of refraction of the cornea, lens, end media or the eye.”53 Although most

authorities agree that eye structure creates nearsighted vision, the cause of such

anatomical irregularities remains disputed.

Genetics

Many sources insist myopia is a genetic disorder. Typically heredity is the most

widely accepted cause for the condition despite contradictory evidence. “According to 

this theory, visual problems are the result of genetic defects and therefore can’t be 

prevented or cured… Although the evidence to the contrary is overwhelming, the genetic

theory of poor vision is still taught at most optometric colleges and medical schools.”54
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Although some studies on twins support the genetic theory of nearsightedness,

they have not defined the mode of inheritance.55 Researchers have attempted to isolate a

gene responsible for myopia but their efforts have been to no avail. Linkage to specific

regions on various chromosomes has been reported in studies on high myopia (refractive

error greater than -6.00 diopters) but this linkage cannot be found in more common,

juvenile onset myopia.56 Experts in the field of genetics confess that, “Despite many 

decades of research, little is known about the precise molecular defects and abnormal

biochemical pathways that result in myopia.”57

In a report published on the epidemiology of myopia, Seang-Mei Saw, et al., state

that, “The exact mode of inheritance and possible genetic markers for myopia have not 

been identified. …There may be an interaction between genetic and environmental 

factors wherein some individuals have a genetic predisposition such that they are more

susceptible to environmental influences causing myopia.”58 Dr. Beresford, et al. report

that, “In most cases where myopia runs in families, everyone in the family does a lot of

reading or close work, which is the common factor causing the myopia, not genetics. As

a general rule, inherited visual problems almost always appear early in life. If you had

good vision as a child, it’s highly unlikely that your visual problem is inherited.”59

Often when discussing genetics the nature versus nurture argument will ensue;

clearly it is no different when questioning the cause of refractive errors. Thomas R.

Quackenbush, in his book entitled Relearning to See, argues that,“The blurred vision of a

parent can, and often does, make a difference, because a child can emulate the parent’s 

strained vision habits. Still, the point is, blurred vision is not genetic.”60
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Further complicating matters is the existing research on Multiple Personality

Disorder (MPD) (now referred to as Dissociative Identity Disorder) and optical variation.

Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) is a dissociative disorder characterized by two or

more distinctive personality states. Each alternate personality state (often referred to as

an alter) assumes control over the individual’s thought processes and behavior at 

different times. Alters may be of different genders and may have very distinctive

attitudes, preferences, and mannerisms. Individuals with DID may or may not be aware

of the existence of their other personalities. Memory during times when different alters

are dominating also vary.61

Research on physiological differences across alter personalities in people with

DID brings further question to our understanding of myopia. Consistently, research

demonstrates a measurable change in vision between alters in DID.62 63 Other measures

that have been investigated between personalities include, but are not limited to, cerebral

electrical activity by EEG, galvanic skin response and skin temperature, cerebral blood

flow, and thyroid function. Although research supports the hypothesis that alters have

different physiological activity and responses, there are also a number of studies that do

not support such findings.64 With vision however, this has not been the case.  “One area 

in which physiological differences between alter personalities of persons with MPD have

been consistently reported… is visual functioning.”65 Both subjective and objective

optical measures have demonstrated clinically significant differences. Such differences

include visual acuity, manifest refraction, visual fields, and eye muscle balance.66 67

What makes these findings significant is that the individual with DID contains the

same physical optical components no matter which personality is dominant at the time.
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The same genetic material is present yet a different degree of visual acuity and refractive

error, among other measures, can be observed across personalities.

Eulenberg declares that, “…The heredity theory, while plausible and very widely

accepted, accounts for only very general tendencies, and is insufficient to explain the

variations that do occur in people born with the same genetic material.”68 Although

genetics is often accepted as the cause of myopia, the existing research simply does not

fully substantiate this claim.

Nearpoint Stress

A dysfunction in the ciliary muscle of the eye, where the muscle stays in a

contracted state (or a perpetual state of focus for close objects), is referred to as

functional myopia.69 This type of myopia is generally believed to be the result of an

excess of close-up work. Close-up work, such as reading, writing, computer work, and

close television watching require high accommodative demand on the eyes.70 “The use-

abuse theory states that close-up work causes myopia, as seen in the higher prevalence of

myopia among persons who are more highly educated and are in white collar

occupations.”71 The demands of prolonged close-up work force various structures of the

eye to stay in an unnatural, contracted state for extended periods of time.

Our ancestors were hunters and warriors, who visually scanned the horizon for

predators and prey; clear distance vision was essential to their survival.72 Most people

are born with normal, healthy eyes, with deformed, myopic eyeballs found in less than

two percent of children.73 74 To ensure the excellent distance vision needed by our

ancestors, by the age of five or six years old, even today, most children are slightly

farsighted.75 76
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In our modern, industrialized society where people spend hours a day reading,

sitting close to a television, doing computer work, and other forms of close work the eyes

are used “exactly opposite to the way nature intended.”77 Using the eyes in this way for

prolonged periods of time can lead to stress, strain, and even cramping in the visual

system; this is referred to as nearpoint stress.78

The ciliary muscles are relaxed when the eyes are focused on a distant object.

This indicates that distance sight is a more natural state for the eyes.79 80 If the eyes are

forced to endure nearpoint stress for extended periods of time the ciliary muscles may

respond by permanently staying contracted for near vision.  “The ciliary muscles lock 

each eye’s inner lens into the bulging accommodated state so that they focus on close

objects more easily. Likewise, the extraocular muscles lock the eyeballs into the

convergent state so that they point at close objects more easily.”81

Research conducted in pre-industrial societies demonstrates that myopia is almost

nonexistent in this population.82 83 In 1968 a classic study was conducted by Dr. Francis

A. Young on native Alaskan families as they were being assimilated into mainstream

American culture. The research occurred as the first generation of children attended

school and learned to read and write.  Young discovered that, “Of 130 parents, 128 had 

excellent distance vision and only 2 had myopia. This was expected because the tribe

was living the typical native Alaskan lifestyle of hunting and fishing. One parent had

0.25D and the other, who was the tribal record keeper, had 1.50D. On the other hand,

more than 60 percent of theirchildren showed significant amounts of myopia!”84 If

nearsightedness is inherited one would expect to find that children’s vision would be 

similar to that of their parents, but this was not the case in the Young study. And
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nutritional factors could not explain the rapid visual changes because children were

eating the same traditional Alaskan food as were their parents.85

In 2005 an investigation was conducted involving indigenous people in the

Western Amazon Region of Brazil. These indigenous people spoke a language with no

written form.  The study yielded results quite similar to that of Young’s work, in that

myopia was almost nonexistent in non-literate individuals, only 1.6% of these indigenous

people were bilaterally myopic.86 Such findings strongly suggest a correlation between

environmental factors and nearsightedness. Still, the close work theory cannot fully

explain the cause of myopia because not everyone existing in the same close work

environment will develop the condition.

Interestingly,in the 1920’s, Dr. William H. Bates, a prominent ophthalmologist in

New York City, offered a very different theory on the cause of functional myopia. He

related the refractive error to a strain or effort made to see objects at a distance.  “The eye 

with normal sight never triesto see,”87 Bates declared. This type of strain, he felt, causes

the eye to become rounder than it was before.88 Bates argued that, “It obviously requires 

a strain to fail to see at the distance, because … the eye at rest is adjusted for distant 

vision.”89

Bates offered an example to demonstrate that the “phenomena associated with 

strain in human eyes” have also been observed in other animals.  He explained,

I have made many dogs myopic by inducing them to strain to see a distant object.
One very nervous dog, with normal refraction as demonstrated by the retinoscope,
was allowed to smell a piece of meat. He became very much excited, pricked up
his ears, arched his eyebrows and wagged his tail. The meat was then removed to a
distance of twenty feet.  The dog looked disappointed, but didn’t lose interest.  
While he was watching the meat, it was dropped into a box. A worried look came
into his eyes. He strained to see what had become of the meat, and the retinoscope
showed that he had become myopic.90
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Sight will deteriorate, according to Bates, if a strain to see is continued. Bates

suggested that this strain goes beyond the anatomical components of the eye, not only

affecting the eye muscles, the strain of myopia, he felt, is also mental.  “Primarily, the

strain to see is a strain of the mind, and, as in all cases in which there is a strain of the

mind, there is a loss of mental control. Anatomically, the results of straining to see at a

distance may be the same as those of regarding an object at the near-point without strain,

but in one case the eye does what the mind desires and in the other it does not.”91

Examining the mental component of vision is not commonplace in allopathic

medicine. Conventional treatments are directed at the physical defects or deficits of the

optical structures of the eye. However, as previously mentioned, since only ten percent

of vision occurs in the anatomy of the eye, investigating mental and emotional links are

warranted.

Nutritional Factors

The eyes, like any other organ, need proper nutrition for optimum functioning. In

developing countries, vitamin A deficiency is reported to be the most common cause of

blindness in children.92 The normal functioning of the retina requires adequate vitamin A

among other vitamins and minerals. It is argued that a diet high in carbohydrates,

starches, and sugars and low in proteins and fats, may “favor the development of 

nearsightedness.”93 It is likely that such diets are nutrient deficient further aggravating

the condition.94

Another theory involving nutrition is associated with nearpoint stress. Due to

strain in various optic muscles, some theorists feel that this prohibits the circulation of

proper nutrients to the eye via the blood.95 Whatever the reason for a low concentration
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of nutrients to the eyes, it is likely to negatively affect one’s visual acuity.  To function

properly, the highly complex visual system requires an extremely high portion of

nutrients.96

Conventional Treatments for Myopia

Conventional treatments for myopia include eye glasses, contact lenses, and

various surgeries. Such treatments are designed to treat the symptom of blurry vision and

do not necessarily address its cause. If the irregular shape of the eye or cornea results in

refractive error, which is the accepted belief of conventional medicine, then corrective

lenses and surgical intervention are little more than symptom relievers. These treatments

do not address the original cause of the deformity. In his doctoral dissertation, Gottlieb

states, “The use of refractive lenses to neutralize or palliate the symptoms of

nearsightedness does not correct or cure the problem. To neutralize a problem is not to

correct it, just as to treat a symptom is not the same as to eliminate its cause.”97 It seems

no less absurd to take a pain reliever for a headache caused by a brain tumor and expect

the tumor to be cured. The pain reliever would only treat (or mask) this symptom of the

tumor. Glasses or contact lenses may be doing the very same thing for the symptom of

blurred vision in myopia. Still corrective lenses are by far the most popular way to treat

this condition.

Corrective Lenses

In order to focus on an object, a healthy eye has the ability to change its refractive

power, in other words, the eye can adjust itself to bend light so that it lands directly on

the retina for a clear image. This process is referred to as accommodation. When the eye

focuses on a close up object the curvature of the lens is increased by the ciliary muscles
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that surround it.98 In the myopic eye, light is focused in front of the retina when looking

at a distant object creating a blurred image. Conventional myopia treatment involves the

use of lenses to help refract or bend the light so it lands directly on the retina. Minus

lenses, concave spectacle or contact lenses that are thicker on the edges than in the

middle, are used for this purpose.99 With regard to focusing effort, minus lenses make

the eye feel as if the viewed object is actually closer than it is.100

With the first signs of blurred distant vision, eye doctors are quick to prescribe

minus lenses. Unfortunately, corrective “lenses are incapable of relieving the underlying 

condition, the present treatment is felt to be justified because it relieves the most obvious

symptom.  In spite of this ‘treatment’ however, the condition usually worsens for a 

number of years, resulting in poorer and poorer vision without glasses, and the necessity

for stronger and stronger lenses to provide normal vision.”101

Donald Rehm, Founder of the International Myopia Prevention Association,

asserts that most damage from minus lenses is caused by using them for reading or other

close work. He explains that because the viewed object seems to be closer when wearing

these lenses the eye must accommodate more (further increasing the curvature of the

lens). This, Rehm insists, creates a vicious cycle of increased myopia.102 Eulenberg

concurs, stating that further loss of visual acuity occurs with corrective lenses because

“…minus diopter lenses intensify the dioptric[accommodative] demand on the eye,

especially for near vision, theymake myopia worse.”103 Internationally known scientist,

author, and optometrist, Dr. Roberto Kaplan alsoagrees, insisting that, “…The long-term

use of traditional, ‘corrective’ 20/20 lenses leads to further reductions in eyesight.”104
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Another important consideration seldom addressed by conventional medicine is

the natural variability of vision. The measurements taken by an ophthalmologist or

optometrist may be correct in his or her office, but will vary under a variety of

circumstances. Therefore treatment with an unchanging prescription is bound to lead to

some level of eye strain and the potential for further visual deterioration.

Vision fluctuates under stress and strain, as well as during various emotions (as

will be discussed). This fluctuation is normal but is unaccounted for with prescriptive

lenses. In order to see clearly through corrective lenses one must reproduce the same

degree of refractive error that the lenses are designed to correct.105 “If one secures good 

vision by the aid of concave, convex, or astigmatic lenses, therefore, it means that one is

maintaining constantly a degree of refractive error which otherwise would not be

maintained constantly. It is only to be expected that this should make the condition

worse…”106

Dr. Bates felt strongly that, “…Problems of vision are far more intimately 

associated with the mind than is ordinarily supposed, and… they can by no means be 

solved by putting… [corrective] lenses before the eyes.”107 The use of glasses and

contact lenses is a palliative treatment for myopia; it does nothing whatsoever to heal the

refractive error or its underlying cause.

Refractive Surgery

Refractive surgery is used to eliminate the need for corrective lenses. There are a

variety of different procedures used to accomplish this task. As with any surgical

procedure there are risks involved although the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

reports exceptionally low incidence of complication with laser vision surgery.
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LASIK surgery (laser-assisted in situ keratomileusis) has become a well accepted

and increasingly popular alternative to corrective lenses. Currently it is one of the most

commonly performed surgeries in the United States. And worldwide, over two million

LASIK procedures are performed annually.108

Laser surgery requires a great deal of precision as it is used to reshape the cornea.

This reshaping can be accomplished on the corneal surface, as is done with

photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) and laser epithelial keratomileusis (LASEK) or under

a surgically created flap, as with LASIK surgery.109

LASIK surgery patients have a 1-2% chance for minor complications that can

delay healing and a 0.2-0.4% chance for major complications, according to the FDA.110

Complications include, but are not limited to: dry eye, postoperative scarring, haze, halo

and glare, regression (where vision returns toward the preoperative state), astigmatism

(blurred vision due to irregular curvature of the cornea or lens), infection, over correction

(resulting in hyperopia), and under correction (requiring continued use of corrective

lenses or subsequent surgery).111 Rates for subsequent surgery after LASIK have been

reported between 5% and 28%.112

In 2003, a retrospective study was conducted to determine the incidence and risk

factors for subsequent surgery after an initial, uncomplicated LASIK surgery. In an

effort to characterize the predicted need for follow-up LASIK surgery, investigators

looked specifically at the incidence of retreatment over 1 year after the initial LASIK

procedure.  “Of the 2016 eyes in the study group falling into this cohort, 212 (10.5%)

required an enhancement LASIK procedure within 1 year of primary surgery. One-year

retreatment incidence was 10.8% and 6.0% for initially myopic and initially hyperopic
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eyes, respectively.”113 When examining the effect of the initial degree of refraction on

the retreatment rate, Dr. Hersh and colleges report that, “Both higher degree of myopia 

(p < 0.001) and higher degree of astigmatism (p = 0.013) were independent predictors of

the need for retreatment. For example, a patient with 10 diopters (D) of myopia had a

retreatment incidence of approximately 14%, whereas a patient with only 3 D of myopia

had an approximately 7% chance of needing retreatment during the 1 year after initial

surgery.”114

Researchers from a medical university in Spain followed patients for ten years

after LASIK eye surgery for low, moderate, and severe myopia. Dr. Jorge Alio, et al.

reported that,“20% of patients with low to moderate nearsightedness needed retreatment” 

over the ten year period.115

The FDA states that, “You are probably NOT a good candidate for refractive 

surgery if: You are not a risk taker. Certain complications are unavoidable in a

percentage of patients....”116 Despite known early complications “...a large body of

conclusive evidence on the chances of long-term complications is not yet established.”117

Another surgery used to make corrections in myopia involve the placement of

corneal rings. The rings are crescent shaped pieces of acrylic implanted to alter the shape

of the cornea by flattening it slightly. This procedure is only recommended for mild

cases of myopia and shows a complication rate of as much as 20% in clinical trials.118

The types of complications with corneal rings are similar to that of other eye surgeries.119
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Alternative Treatments for Myopia

Acupuncture

Acupuncture is an ancient Chinese form of medicine that is based on the flow of

energy (or ch’i) throughout the body.  This practice, dating back five thousand years,

involves the insertion of very fine needles into specific locations on the skin called

acupoints.120 The needles are rotated or twisted to increase or decrease the flow of

energy through the meridians (or energy pathways) of the associated organs to reestablish

an energy balance to the patient.121

Acupressure is a modification of acupuncture that involves massaging the

acupoints instead of needle insertion. This technique is also used to rebalance the energy

flow throughout the body.122

The visual system, according to ancient Chinese tradition, is associated with the

liver and kidneys.123 Certain acupoints are used specifically for the visual system and its

associated organs. One vision related acupoint is B1-67 and is located on the lateral, or

outside aspect, of each little toe. This point has been shown to activate the visual cortex

of the human brain on Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).124

Acupressure and acupuncture have been reported to effectively treat a variety of

eye-related disorders.125 However,“Based on available evidence in the peer-reviewed

scientific literature, the Task Force on Complementary Therapies believes that sufficient

scientific evidence has not been found to demonstrate the safety or effectiveness of

acupuncture to treat various ocular conditions compared to standard therapies. These

conditions include myopia [and] high myopia...”126 It is clear that to determine just how

effective these techniques are will require further research.
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Orthokeratology

Orthokeratology is the use of rigid contact lenses to reshape the cornea for

temporary myopia reduction.127 These rigid, flat-fitting lenses are designed to reduce the

curve of the cornea without surgical intervention. There are several types of lenses used

for corneal reshaping. Orthokeratology lenses are typically worn only during sleep

allowing individuals to have clearer, unaided vision during the day.128

Originally orthokeratology was developed by optometrists in the 1960s. It was

not until June 2002 that one form of orthokeratology lenses were FDA approved for

overnight use in the United States. Since this date other corneal reshaping lenses have

been approved in the U.S..129 Some practitioners feel that orthokeratology lenses may

retard the progression of some types of myopia. The evidence is anecdotal at present but

research is currently underway.130 Although the mechanisms that produce the refractive

changes is not fully understood, it can be stated“with certainty that orthokeratology is 

efficacious in terms of providing a temporary reduction in myopia.”131

Orthokeratology related infections are reported as 1.4 in 10,000 in North

America.132 Other risks may include: corneal abrasion, corneal scarring, cornea hypoxia

(lack of oxygen), and permanent loss of vision.133 The Orthokeratology Society of

Australia (OSA) reported in 2006 that the risk of acquiring an eye infection with daily

use of soft contact lenses is 1 in 2,500 eyes per year. This risk is higher with extended

(continuous) wear lenses and is reported as 1 in 500 eyes per year.134 The OSA states,

“As yet the relative risk of eye infection with orthokeratology contact lenses, compared to

other forms of contact lens wear, is unknown.”135 Further research is needed to

determine the safety and long-term effects of orthokeratology.
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Vision Therapy

As previously discussed, vision is a learned skill, and as with any learned skill

improvements can be made with practice. Vision therapy is based on this premise.136 It

consists of eye exercises, stress reduction and relaxation, behavior modification, and

improved nutrition. It can also include acupressure, yoga, hypnosis, biofeedback, and

syntonics.137 All of which are designed to improve the efficiency of the eyes and mind.

Unlike conventional eye care practitioners, vision therapists are “primarily 

concerned with what happens behind the retina, in the interaction between brain and

eyes…”138 Developmental optometry, as the specialty is called, is based on the theory

that “visual disorders show up in the eyes, but their causes lie elsewhere.”139

The exercises used in vision therapy are likened to learning to play the piano. In

practicing the piano, muscles are being trained on what to do, the brain is being taught to

send the correct messages to the fingers. As with vision therapy, the exercises are not

designed for muscle strengthening (because the muscles of the eyes are fifty to one

hundred times as strong as are needed for visual functioning).140 Vision therapy is

instead concerned with teaching the muscles binocular and eye-brain coordination.141

A fair amount of optometric and ophthalmologic research has been conducted that

supports the use of vision therapy for a variety of vision problems,142 143 unfortunately its

efficacy in myopia reduction has not been as frequently studied. Studies that have

investigated myopia report changes in subjective measures of visual acuity but little or no

changes in refractive measurement with the use of visual training.144 145 Further scientific

research is needed to understand the effectiveness of vision therapy for the treatment of

myopia.
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Stress and Vision

“Stress is the nonspecific response of the body to any demand made upon it,”146

as defined by Hans Selye in 1936. Dr. Selye, a medical pioneer, conducted a lifetime of

research on the physiological mechanisms of stress and the role of stress hormones in the

development of many different diseases. Selye found that stress can come from a wide

variety of stimuli. Emotional, psychological, mental, or physical stimuli can all induce a

physiological stress response.  “…Such essentially different things as cold, heat, drugs,

hormones, sorrow, and joy [can] provoke an identical biochemical reaction in the

body.”147

The physiological reaction to stress is necessary for survival; the body’s natural 

response to stressful events is in place as a protective mechanism.  In the 1920’s, Harvard 

physiologist, Walter Bradford Cannon coined the term “fight or flight” to describe this 

physiological reaction to stressful stimuli.148

The fight or flight response is in place to provide the options necessary for

survival. If a snarling dog is running towards a woman, her nervous system will take

over. The woman can either fight off the threat or flee to safety because the autonomic

nervous system kicks in automatically and instantaneously.

According to Drs. Luskin and Pelletier, the normal stress response includes:149

 an increased heart rate, to move more blood throughout the body
 vasoconstriction resulting in an elevation of blood pressure
 increased respirations to deliver more oxygen to the brain and muscles
 muscles become tense and ready for action
 a decrease in blood flow to the prefrontal cortex (or higher reasoning

center)
 an increase in blood flow to the limbic (or more primitive) part of the

brain
 digestion stops so more blood is available for brain and muscles
 increased sweating to cool the body
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 increase senses of smell and hearing
 pupils dilate to increase visual awareness

All of these physiological changes are designed so that the human body is best prepared

to fight off the threat or physically escape from it.

Perceptual deficits occur when an individual is under stress, namely a narrowing

of the visual field.150 151 In a 2003 study conducted by Rogers, et al., researchers found a

relationship between athletes’ responses to stress and their prior levels of life-event

stress.  Athletes “…with high levels of positive life-event stress experienced significantly

more narrowing [of the visual field] on game day than those with lower levels of positive

life-event stress.”152 These findings suggest that there is a cumulative effect of stress,

even of positive stress, on the visual system.

Mental effects of stress on vision also need to be considered. The voluntary,

extraocular muscles of the eye tighten when the mind is tense, according to Corbett.

“This pulls the eye off focus, deflecting the light rays from the keen point of the macula 

to the less sensitive peripheral nerves.”153 This causes the mind to strain to decipher

images because they are obtained from the peripheral retina where images are normally

blurred and non-specific.  This creates what Corbett refers to as a “vicious cycle” causing 

further mental strain and decreased visual clarity.154 This implies that if one is

chronically tense, there may be a continued strain to see, potentially creating a need for

corrective lenses.

Dr. Martin Brofman discusses the relationship of refractive errors and stress in his

article entitled, Vision as a Metaphor.  He concurs, “All kinds of impaired vision 

represent stressed ways that a person interactswith their environment.”155 He explains

how muscle tension caused by stress leads to myopia, “Two muscles around each eyeball, 
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the oblique muscles, circle it like a belt, and when these muscles are tightened, they

squeeze the eyeball, and it elongates. Excessive tension on these muscles is related to

nearsightedness…”156

Dissociation

When a stressor is perceived the sympathetic nervous system is aroused, causing

the aforementioned physiological responses. The responsible neurotransmitters,

epinephrine and norepinephrine, can overwhelm the system causing a third response to

stress, that of freezing.157 “Fear-associated freezing/immobilization is a well described,

adaptive, defensive behavioral phenomenon that is common in many species of animals

and occurs during conditions of natural threat or fear.”158 The survival advantages of the

freezing/immobility response are:

a. the attacker/predator thinks its victim/prey is dead and therefore may leave it alone or

hide it for later consumption and

b. the victim/prey enters an altered state of consciousness where it does not feel pain in

the event that it becomes physically injured.159 160

During the immobility response, when there is diminished or absent sensation of

pain, dissociation has occurred to some degree.161 Dissociation allows an individual to

separate him/herself from the stress or trauma so there is only selective awareness of the

incident.  It is a “psychobiological mechanism that allows the mind, in effect, to flee what 

the body is experiencing.”162 This phenomenon is often referred to as an out of body

experience.163

“…Dissociation involves the disintegration of normally integrated systems of the 

self, such as memory, thoughts, sensations, feelings, behavior and awareness…”164 This
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unconscious disconnect can be observed in most normal individuals to some degree.165 It

can be noted in people who tend to stare; there is a “disengaged quality in their eye 

contact,” as if the person is not fully present or is dissociated to some extent.166 In its

mildest forms,dissociation, “manifests as a kind of spaciness.”167 Peter Levine further

explains, in his book, Waking the Tiger: Healing Trauma, that “A mild variety of this

symptom is responsible for the experience many people have when driving home from

the corner store; suddenly, they find themselves arriving home with no memory of how

they got there–the last thing they remember is driving away from the store. Dissociation

is also operating when we put our keys down ‘somewhere’ and then can’t remember 

where.”168

The immobility response affects the entire body, including the visual system.

Gordon states, “In the visual system when the eyes freeze, they stare, the pupils dilate, 

the eyelids retract and the perceptual field shrinks.”169 In normal vision the eye is

constantly moving, even when focused on one stationary object. These tiny, involuntary

movements are called saccadic eye movements. When an individual stares, their eye

muscles freeze and theses saccadic eye movements are diminished causing the visual

image to blur.170 Gordon explains,

As Dr. Bates said, poor eyesight is due to mental strain. Mental strain is caused by
stress.  Stress is a form of fear.  …Our physiologic response to fear is automatic 
and out of our conscious control. When the strain is temporary the system returns
to its normal strain-free state. The eyes stop staring, the pupils return to an
appropriate size, the muscles relax, the heart rate reduces and breathing normalizes.
When the straining becomes chronic, however, the system may not return to its
normal state, but stay frozen. The eyes may chronically stare, vision is impaired
and dissociation increases and becomes more common. 171
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Stress and the Visual Field

The visual field is the total area which can be seen at one time when an individual

is focused on one object; it includes both central and peripheral vision. Normal

fluctuations in the visual field occur as a response to stress, as well as to other emotional

states.

Optometrist, Dr. Jacob Liberman, is a pioneer and international authority in the

field of holistic vision care. In his book, Take Off Your Glasses and See, he discusses

visual fields and what they reveal regarding mind/body health and well-being.

Not only do our fields of vision represent how much of the world our brains are
perceiving visually, but more specifically, to me, they represent how much of the
brain is actually functioning. The field of vision acts like the root system on a tree.
Just as the extent of a tree’s roots are directly related to the tree’s stability, so the
expanses of our fields of vision also act to support our postural, emotional, and
physiological stability in the world.  If a tree’s roots were gradually trimmed closer 
and closer to its base, its physical stability would gradually be reduced and it would
eventually fall over. Humans function in a similar manner. As our visual fields
gradually contract due to physical or emotional stress, we perceive less and less and
eventually look at the world through a “hole,” rather than perceiving it as a
“whole.”172
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Emotion and Vision

My eye is dimmed from anger; it has aged because of all my adversaries.
- Psalms 6:8

“Our inner world of emotions, intention, and awareness plays a profound role in 

our ability (or inability) to see clearly.”173 Not only is the visual system affected by

stress, a variety of emotions can have an impact on vision as well.  “Anger, fear, pleasure, 

and lust can all be read in the movement of the iris and the size of the pupil. Negative

emotions make the pupil contract, as if to shut out the offending object. Likewise, an

expanding pupil registers hidden attraction, as the eye opens up to feast on light from the

object of desire.”174

Even curiosity, confusion, or lack of interest may affect visual acuity.  “When the

eye regards an unfamiliar object, an error of refraction is always produced.”175 It appears

that the optical components of the eye are no less affected by emotions than the rest of

the body.  Liberman explains, “…Our eyes are also made up of thinking cells, just like

every other part of the human body. When we feel sad or scared, we see in a depressed

or fearful way; when we feel expansive,our vision literally ‘opens up.’”176

Fear and the Eye

Streams of images in the form of light enter the eye and land upon the retina.

One’s perception of the light is affected by emotion, according to Kaplan.  “Your ability 

to receive and make sense of this stream of images will in part be determined by your

state of mind. For instance, if you are in a state of fear and anxiety, your level of

receptivity will be diminished, and with it your ability to make sense of the light will be
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lessened. This suppression of light we experience while in a state of fear is linked with

survival reflexes that have evolved with the nervous system.”177

Aggression and fear are the cardinal emotions of the stress response.178 Margaret

Corbett insists that, “Fear is the basis of imperfect vision...”because fear causes strain

which she believes is intimately linked to poor eyesight.179 Dr. Bates offered a common

instance of when fear can lead to visual impairments.  He explained, “Many children can 

see perfectly as long as their mothers are around, but if the mother goes out of the room

they may at once become myopic, because of the strain produced by fear.”180 This fear-

induced myopia will typically be alleviated as soon as the situation which produced the

emotion is relieved. (Most of Bates’ claims are based on years of anecdotal research he

conducted in his ophthalmology practice). Corbett asserts that, “When the nerves and 

emotions are eased, visual difficulties are alleviated, for the eyes are direct barometers of

the emotions; eyes see poorly if mind and heart are upset, vision improves when all is

calm within.”181

If fear becomes chronic, as it is an emotion of stress, it may produce lasting

effects on one’s ability to see with clarity.  Dr. Kaplan affirms that, in most “life 

situations, thoughts and feelings of fear and the resulting muscular tensions go unnoticed,

but those feelings, even if they are not acknowledged, ultimately reach the muscles of

your eyes.  These muscles can become tense and can spasm.”182 This tension can affect

the ciliary muscle which then can translate as blurry vision.  “When a person is in

distress, the focusing of his or her ciliary muscle and lens become sluggish. The ability

to maintain attention when reading a book or doing work on a computer screen is

diminished, for example. Nearsightedness can develop as a result.”183
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A Holistic Perspective on Eyesight

The old definition of vision kept us viewing the world
through a hole rather than as a whole…184

-Jacob Liberman

Webster’s Universal Encyclopedic Dictionary defines holisticas, “relating to or

concerned with wholes or with complete systems rather than with the analysis of,

treatment of, or dissection into parts <holistic medicine attempts to treat both the mind

and the body>.”185

The importance of the mind-body connection in health has become increasingly

difficult to ignore. The recent shift in Western medicine to begin to accept more holistic

concepts about healing and health, according to endocrinologist and expert in Ayurvedic

medicine, Deepak Chopra, “…was almost a forced one, because the old reliance on the 

physical body alone had begunto crumble.”186 Holistic medicine includes care of the

physical body but also addresses emotional, mental, and spiritual health as well. As

holistic physician, Dr. Ballentine states, in his book, Radical Healing, “From a holistic 

perspective, our suffering comes from forgetting our wholeness.”187 He declares that,

“Often it’s your health problems –even the small ones–that clue you in to what you

need to address, leading you on to increments of the transformation that moves you closer

to an identity withthe Greater Whole.”188

Dr. Liberman feels that, “…Body, mind, emotions, behavior, and environment all 

interact in the creation of vision difficulties. But the process really seems to begin when

we fall out of harmonious relationship with ourselves–when we lose sight of our

relationship to the whole of life.”189
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Looking versus Seeing

Optometrist, Dr. Roberto Kaplan, makes a distinction between looking and

seeing. He argues that there are two very different ways or styles for using the eyes for

vision and when the two are not balanced, visual problems may develop. Each visual

style correlates to different personality characteristics, as well as to specific sides of the

brain, according to Kaplan.

The first way to use the eyes, as described by Kaplan, is looking; looking refers to

visual acuity. When clear vision is focused on the fovea centralis it produces a sharp

image filled with specific details. People who tend to view the world this way, according

to Kaplan, may not always be aware of the big picture because they get lost in the

details.190 The personal characteristics of the looker often tend to be of a more

intellectual, precise, introverted individual.191

Kaplan states that, “Nearsightedness is a practiced form of looking; it disengages 

our feelings and our connection to what is happening outside.”192 Dr. Kaplan asserts that,

“The over-looker focuses his or her attention on developing a rational, logical, and

analytical way of perceiving the world. Lookinggenerally leads to a ‘doing’ of one’s life,

with a focus on accomplishment and achievement–getting things done.”193

Using the vision in this more foveal (or looking) fashion tends to trigger “a left-

brain mode of processing (doing).”194 The left hemisphere of the brain generally

performs more logical functions such as mathematics, analytical, logical, and linear

thinking and tends to be more objective. The right side or hemisphere of the brain is

associated with feeling, creativity, artistic/musical endeavors, wholeness, intuition, and

subjectivity.195
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As Kaplan observes, the myopic personality seems to be more left-brained.

Research comparing personality types of myopic individuals with others has been

conducted.  Findings are in agreement with Kaplan’s general theory, suggesting that 

myopic individuals tend to be more introverted than their hyperopic counterparts.196

The second way to use the eyes that Kaplan discusses, is by seeing. Seeing

involves right-brain functions. A“seer,” according to Kaplan,is someone who may have

trouble staying focused on one task at a time and may seem “spacey.”  This individual is 

more “retinal” instead of “foveal” because light entering the eye is less focused on the 

fovea but instead spreads out onto the peripheral areas of the retina. (Recall that the

peripheral retina has far fewer cones making vision focused here less acute).  “Seeing is 

creative and involves being.”197 Seeing is related to intuition, creativity, sensing, and

involves emotions, according to Dr. Kaplan.

Farsighted people may tend to have the characteristics of a right-brained person as

they use their eyes to see rather than look.  “To see is to have feelings about what we are 

perceiving, not merely to register the presence or absence of an object or person.”198 A

balanced integration of these two styles of using the eyes, looking and seeing, is ideal and

is what Kaplan terms, “conscious seeing.”  

Metaphysical Cause of Myopia

Louise Hay, best-selling author, teacher, and counselor, feels that the eyes

represent “the capacity to see clearly –past, present, and future” and problems with the 

eyes may be due to disliking what people see in their lives.199 Hay lists the specific

metaphysical cause of myopia as, “fear of the future.”200 Kaplan concurs with Hay, as he

states, “Nearsightedness can be related to a fear of seeing. Quite often this fear is related
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to an uncertainty about the future. One might presume it is of seeing the outside. But

this fear could also be fear of seeing something about yourself.”201 How one sees the

world may have an impact on the quality of one’s eyesight, according to Dr. Liberman, as 

well.  “Light energy enters our being through our eyes, but our vision of reality is

determined more by what we see with ourmind’s eye than what we see with our physical

eye… Our eyesight is simply a reflection of our view of reality.”202

Muscle tension around the eyes may also play a role in the development of

myopia. Dr. Martin Brofman feels that the location of muscle tension is directly related

to the reason one initially feels the discomfort.  “Tension in particular muscles is related 

to particular emotions and mental states.”203 He explains that the excessive ocular

tension which he believes is related to myopia “is experienced in consciousness as hiding 

within one’s Self, retreating inward, as apprehension, fear, or non-trust as a perceptual

filter, a sense of feeling threatened, [and/or] not safe to be one’s Self.”204

Dr. Bates also strongly felt that there is a metaphysical component to myopia.

“The origin of any error of refraction, of a squint, or any other functional disturbance of

the eye, is simply a thought–a wrong thought–and its disappearance is as quick as the

thought that relaxes. …If the relaxation is only momentary, the correction is momentary.  

When it becomes permanent, the correction is permanent.”205

Once a new prescription is obtained and the new glasses are put on, visual acuity

seems to be improved. The problem is, according to Dr. Liberman, unresolved emotions

that may have caused the original need for corrective lenses may still remain. Originally

when such undesirable emotions arose, the individual blurred it out in order to create a

sense of safety. Now that vision seems clear again, the person begins the same process
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again causing more blurring which may lead to an increased need for stronger and

stronger lens prescriptions.206 Liberman insists that, “The primary factors that encourage

and intensify visual deterioration are the prescription lenses that are used to ‘correct’

vision problems, the social norms that encourage us to analyze instead of feel, and the

stress involved in our educational system.”207

Physical functioning “is only the material outward manifestation of something 

internal,”of our“belief systems and… deeply ingrained patterns of emotion and

thought,”208declares Dr. Ballentine.  “Our attitudes, our emotions, and our mental

outlook on life can result in powerful physiological changes, both positive and negative,

that strongly affect our physical bodies. It is therefore important to start recognizing the

state of our emotional and mental balance as powerful contributing factors in the ongoing

creation of health or illness.”209

If there is a relationship between thoughts and beliefs and one’s physical eyesight, 

as these holistic practitioners believe, than this implies that improvements can be made in

myopic eyes. This theory challenges the long and tightly held conventional belief that

myopia cannot be cured. “The most significant factor in natural vision improvement 

seems to be in the mind,not in the eyes!”210

Self-Awareness

The mind's first step to self-awareness must be through the body.
-George Sheehan

Dr. Ballentine, in his book, Radical Healing, describes the human body as being

much like a biofeedback device for the spirit. By listening to its messages and

responding accordingly by making the necessary changes in one’s life, not only is it 
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possible to improve physical health but also to enhance spiritual well-being.  “Effective 

holistic medical therapy depends on self-awareness,”211 declares Ballentine. “Bringing

awareness to your body, to its unique reactions and processes, and to its symptoms and

strengths, sets you up for growthful insight. For where you founder–precisely where

your system begins to break down–provides a valuable clue to what needs to change in

your life.”212

Improving self-awareness requires self observation and self inquiry; it is a process

which is not always comfortable. Abraham Maslow, one of the founders of humanistic

and transpersonal psychology, describes the fear of knowing oneself as defensive, in that

it protects the individual’s self-esteem and self-image. Self knowledge could lead an

individual to dislike an aspect of him or herself, so unconsciously avoiding these

potentially harmful or unpleasant truths becomes a more desirable option for some.213

Maslow explains that, “…Fear of knowledge of oneself is very often isomorphic with, 

and parallel with, fear of the outside world. That is, inner problems and outer problems

tend to be deeply similarand to be related to each other.”214 Facing unfamiliar aspects of

the self can be frightening, even aspects that are positive, according to Maslow.  “…We 

also tend to evade personal growth because this, too, can bring another kind of fear, of

awe, of feelings of weakness and inadequacy. And so we find another kind of resistance,

a denying of our best side, of our talents, of our finest impulses, of our highest

potentialities, of our creativeness.”215

Greater wholeness and fuller awareness involves an integration of the many seen

and unseen aspects of the self.  “As you grow toward consciousness you develop a sense 

of who you are–your identity. Ideally, your identity is the result of an understanding
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and acceptance of your inherent nature and all your life experiences, including your

emotional history.”216 The avoidance or denial of some aspect of the self is likely to have

some impact on the individual, whether it is solely psychological or is physical in its

manifestation.  In Dr. Kaplan’s practice of optometry, he notes that, “…When you deny 

your soul’s perception, your own eyes will reveal this refusal to see in very physical 

terms.”217 Kaplan proposes that, “…The eye discloses valuable invisible information not

just about conditions such as hypertension and cardiovascular dysfunction but about the

brain, mind, and human consciousness itself.”218

Gaining self-awareness requires some effort and willingness on the part of the

seeker. Self-awareness is more than passive consciousness, according to Stuss, et al.,

“Conscious experience does not come from a passive reception of incoming information 

but involves the active construction of mental models of the world. We remember, we

think, and we plan by using mental models. We are not so much conscious of the world

as of our models thereof. Consciousness is hierarchical, with self-awareness occurring at

the highest levels.”219

Self-awareness is not obtained in a linear fashion.  “…Self-awareness develops

like onions, layers after layers, in a cumulative consolidation. Accordingly, self-

awareness is the experience of ourselves fluctuating through these layers as we act,

perceive, and think in the world.”220 This process is not static; it is constantly fluctuating

and dynamic, according to Rochat.  “As adults we are constantly oscillating in our levels

of awareness: from dreaming or losing awareness about ourselves during sleep, to being

highly self-conscious in public circumstances or in a state of confusion and dissociation

as we immerse ourselves in movies or novels.”221
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Fuller awareness comes when one is present, when fears have subsided and needs

have been met.  Gaining insight, making great discoveries about one’s self has the 

potential to improve even one’s physical well-being. Maslow explains the potential

outcomes of acquiring new knowledge, “Supposing our sense organs were to become 

more efficient, our eyes suddenly keener, our ears unstopped.  …This is what can happen 

in education and in psychotherapy–and doeshappen often enough.”222 Achieving a

higher level of self-awareness through personal insight may well have the potential to

improve one’s physical vision.

Summary

Mine eye and heart are at a mortal war,
How to divide the conquest of thy sight.

-William Shakespeare

As previously discussed, stress and fear may negatively impact visual acuity as

well as potentially lead to varying degrees of dissociation as an unconscious coping

mechanism. Vision may return to normal once the perceived threat is eliminated but if

the stressor remains or becomes routine, a resulting, diagnosable refractive error may

ensue. Perhaps willingness for honest, fearless introspection can lead to improved clarity

of vision both physiologically, as well as mentally, as Drs. Liberman, Kaplan, Bates,

Brofman, and many others insist. Increasing self-awareness, being fully present and

embodied certainly has a great potential to increase one’s quality of life, perhaps not only 

emotionally but visually as well.

The preceding review of the literature has presented an overview of many

potential factors that may lead to myopia. However, despite centuries of research on the
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subject, myopia continues to have an unknown etiology. With treatments that do not

address a specific cause, results often lean towards nothing more than palliation.

Little research has been conducted to examine the connection between stress and

poor eyesight. And until the present study, no research has inquired about the potential

relationship between states of awareness and myopia. There are two pressing questions:

1. Is a decreased level of self-awareness related to nearsightedness?

2. Do people with myopia dissociate more frequently than those with normal vision?

If these findings suggest that such links do exist perhaps one day there will be increased

hope for those who suffer from this “incurable” condition.
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CHAPTER 3:
RESEARCH METHODS

I believe there is no source of deception in the investigation of nature which can compare
with a fixed belief that certain kinds of phenomena are impossible.

-William James

Overview

This chapter discusses the methodology used in this research study. It includes

the study design, recruiting techniques, screening procedures, subject demographic

information, inclusion and exclusion criteria, information on measures used,

confidentiality protocol, and methods of data analysis.

Study Design

A correlational research design was used in the present study as a way to observe

the relationship between the two groups in question, i.e. subjects with nearsighted and

normal vision. The variable under investigation in this study was myopia which was

defined as -0.50 diopters or greater in each eye. The use of a cross-sectional case-control

design permitted the Principal Investigator (PI)to obtain a “snapshot” of each 

participant’s state of self-awareness and then compare the results between the two

groups. The comparisons between subject groups were based on scores from two

quantitative measures employed to assess the construct of “self-awareness.”  

Correlational (or case-control) designs are used frequently in epidemiological

research and are useful “for identifying correlates and associated features”1 of a particular

characteristic. The goal of this research was to elicit information regarding a potential

relationship between two variables, not to look for a cause.  “Correlational research 
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designs are founded on the assumption that reality is best described as a network of

interacting and mutually-causal relationships. Everything affects and is affected by

everything else. This web of relationships is not linear, as in experimental research.

Thus, the dynamics of a system, how each part of the whole system affects each other

part, is more important than causality.”2

The groups in case control designs vary by the characteristic under investigation.

In this study this characteristic was myopia. The most basic design was employed which

consisted of two groups, cases and controls. Groups were compared using the scores

from The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) and the Dissociative Experiences Scale

(DES). Differences between groupswere attributed to “reflect a critical facet of the 

problem.”3

Measures

The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) and the Dissociative Experiences Scale

(DES) were the two measures employed to assess the construct of “self-awareness.”  

Each participant completed both measures and returned them along with the Subject

Background Questionnaire (appendix J), Eye Health Questionnaire (appendix K), and

verification of eyesight to the Principal Investigator. Subjects were not given information

about their individual POI or DES scores.

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) was developed in 1963 by psychologist

and author, Everett L. Shostrom, Ph.D. Since its introduction it has been used in

hundreds of scientific research studies4 on a wide variety of topics. The POI was selected

for a number of reasons, including the measure’s longevity and high frequency of use in 
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research, as wellas good reliability, and ease of administration.  “Major considerations 

contributing to the wide applicability of the POI certainly have been the objectivity of

measurement, the positive, non-threatening nature of the concepts measured, its

resistance tofaking, and the relevant ‘in the now’ statement of items and description of 

the constructs.”5 A diverse collection of studies support the construct validity of this

measure deeming it a reliable instrument for research.6 7

The POI consists of 150 two-choice questions designed to measure the values and

behavior associated with the self-actualizing individual.8 The test takes approximately

thirty minutes to complete. The POI was chosen for the present study because it is the

leading measure for self-actualization.9 “Self-actualizing persons are those living

primarily in the present, with full self-awareness and contact, and full feeling

reactivity.”10 Time orientation and inner-directedness are characteristics assessed by this

measure as they are considered important facets in the development of the self-actualized

person.11

There are two major scales and ten subscales in the POI, as described by Robert

Knapp in the Handbook for The POI. The major scales are Time Competence (TC) which

reflects the degree to which the individual lives in the present, rather than the past or

future, and the Inner-Directed (I) scale which assesses the extent to which an individual

is guided primarily by internalized principles and motivations or influenced more by his

or her peer group or other external forces.12
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The ten subscales measure different facets of self-actualization and are as follows:

Self-Actualizing Value (SAV)–measures the affirmation of primary values of self-
actualizing individuals.

Existentiality (Ex)–measures the ability to situationally or existentially react without
rigid adherence to principles.

Feeling Reactivity (Fr)–measures sensitivity or responsiveness to one’s own needs and 
feelings.

Spontaneity (S)–measures freedom to react spontaneously, or to be oneself.

Self-Regard (Sr)–measures affirmation of self because of worth or strength.

Self-Acceptance (Sa)–measures the affirmation or acceptance of oneself in spite of one’s 
weaknesses or deficiencies.

Nature of Man-Constructive (Nc)–measures the degree of one’s constructive view of the 
nature of man.

Synergy (Sy)–measures the ability to be synergistic–to transcend dichotomies.

Acceptance of Aggression (A)–measures the ability to accept one’s natural 
aggressiveness–as opposed to defensiveness, denial, and repression of aggression.

Capacity for Intimate Contact (C)–measures the ability to develop contactful intimate
relationships with other human beings, unencumbered by expectations and obligations.13

The Personal Orientation Inventory was used with the permission of EdITS, the

publishers of the measure, (see appendix L for publisher contact information).14

Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES)

The Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES) was developed by Eve Bernstein

Carlson, Ph.D. and Frank W. Putnam, M.D. in 1986 as a clinical tool to help identify

dissociative psychopathology. In the present study the DES was selected as a

quantitative measure to directly assess the dissociative continuum in subjects.

The DES is a brief, self-report scale that consists of 28 questions and requires

approximately ten minutes to complete. Answers are placed on a response scale which
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permits subjects to quantify the frequency of dissociative experiences in their daily

lives.15 The DES has been reported to have good reliability, internal consistency, and

construct validity.16 17 It is both easy to administer and easy to score. (See appendix M

to view the DES in its entirety).

The principle subcomponents of dissociation assessed by the DES include:

absorption/imaginative involvement, amnesia, and depersonalization/derealization.

Absorption/imaginative involvement can occur when an individual is absorbed in a

movie or book and temporarily loses full awareness of their surroundings. Amnesic

dissociation refers to a complete lack of memory of an event or time period.

Depersonalization/derealization is when a person experiences the external world as

strange or unreal.  This type of dissociation might be experienced as a feeling that one’s 

body is not their own or as being in a familiar place but finding it unfamiliar.18

Although the frequency of different types of dissociation may be measured by the

DES, factor analytic studies have been conducted to query “the nature of the underlying 

constructs” measured by the scale.19 However results from such studies are reported as

somewhat contradictory.20 “At present, it is impossible to tell whether subscale scores 

for a particular subject or group really measure subcomponents of dissociation, or

whether they just measure endorsement frequency. It appears that the scale will reliably

measure only the general dissociation factor.”21
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Subjects

All participants in this study self-selected in response to recruiting efforts and

advertisements for the study. Two subject groups, cases (those with a minimum -0.50

diopters of myopia in each eye) and controls (those with normal, 20/20 vision) were

included in the study.

Recruiting

Several methods were used to recruit participants. Flyers were posted, emails

were sent out, and announcements for the project were printed in newspapers and on

internet message boards. Word of mouth and networking were also utilized to make

potential subjects aware of the project.

Flyers were posted in two health food stores, two coffee shops, one community

college, two locally owned restaurants, one yoga center, two fitness centers, one public

library, three other local businesses, and on staff bulletin boards in two hospitals in

Asheville, North Carolina22 (appendix A). Free classified advertisements were placed in

newspapers in the surrounding area, (See appendix B for advertisements, names of

newspapers, and dates posted). Flyers were taken to an energy healing conference in

Kansas, MO in April 2007. An announcement for the study was posted on two

nearsightedness message boards online (appendix C). An announcement was also posted

online at Western Carolina University. And letters were written and mailed to a total of

seven optometrists and vision care specialists requesting that they post a flyer advertising

the project (appendix D). Of the seven eye care specialists sent this request, three agreed

to assist with recruiting. Two of the letters were returned to the PI unopened and the PI
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received no word from the other two practitioners. Recruitment was also accomplished

by networking through emails (appendix A and appendix E) and face to face.

Inclusion Criteria

To be a participant in this study subjects were required to:

 Be nearsighted with a prescription of -0.50 diopters or more in each eye as
determined by an optometrist or ophthalmologist within the last two years

OR

 Have normal vision with 20/20 distance vision or better in each eye as declared by
an eye doctor or other examiner23 within the last two years

Participants were required to provide verification of their eyesight by one of the

following:

a.) a copy of the prescription for their eye glasses or contact lenses dated within
the last two years

b.) a copy of or actual piece of the packaging that contains the prescription for
their contact lenses purchased within the last two years

c.) evidence from an eye doctor, medical doctor, or study examiner indicating that
the subject’s vision was 20/20 dated within the last two years

To be included in the present study, subjects were required to:

 be able and willing to participate in the research,

 understand, sign, and return one copy of the informed consent form (appendix I),

 be between 18 and 65 years of age,

 verify their current eyesight, and

 have approximately 45 minutes of quiet, undisturbed time to complete the written

materials.
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Exclusion Criteria

Subjects were excluded from the study if they:

 were farsighted,

 had cataracts,

 had glaucoma,

 had double vision,

 had presbyopia,

 wore bifocal, trifocal, or progressive lenses,

 wore prescribed or over-the-counter reading glasses,

 were currently being treated for other eye diseases or infections,

 were currently taking eye medications (other than for dry eyes),

 had a history of eye surgery,

 were currently taking psychiatric medications,

 were not between ages 18-65.

Subjects that were nearsighted were permitted to participate if they had astigmatism in

one or both eyes.

Discontinuation Criteria

Participants were free to withdraw from the study at any time without penalty of

any kind. Subjects were encouraged to withdraw if completing the surveys became

uncomfortable in any way.
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Pre-Inclusion Screening

All potential subjects were screened for eligibility by the PI or by one of the

recruiting assistants prior to receiving any materials for the study. Volunteers who

showed interest in participating were given a brief description of the project and a list of

inclusion criteria either by telephone, in person, or email (appendix E). Subjects were not

told of the actual construct under investigation.

Pre-Inclusion Vision Screening Protocol

Subjects who reported normal vision, who did not have verification from a doctor,

had their vision screened by one of the two assisting Registered Nurses or by the PI (who

is also a Registered Nurse). This screening was conducted using Joel Schneider's 3-page

Snellen Chart plus Near Vision Testing Cards24 (appendix F) printed in black ink on

white, Georgia Pacific, acid-free, card stock (weight: 110 lb, size: 8.5 x 11 inches).

Printing was done on a Hewlett-Packard, 2175v, all-in-one printer, scanner, copier with a

#56 Hewlett-Packard inkjet print cartridge.  The big letter “E” on the chart measured 

exactly 3.49 inches (88.7mm) tall to ensure chart accuracy.

Screening was conducted in well lit areas. The three paged distance chart was

taped together on the back side using clear, plastic tape so that the chart hung vertically

down the wall. A pre-measured, twenty foot piece of string was used to measure distance

from the subject to the wall where the eye chart was hung at eye level. The string was

black, 100% nylon crochet thread, by J&P Coats. Knots were tied and burned (to ensure

they could not move) on each end of the string. This string was measured prior to use by

two people separately to ensure length accuracy.
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Near vision was assessed using a sixteen inch string from the subject to the “Near 

Vision Testing Card.”A small hole was placed 0.25 inches above the center of the “T” 

on the top line of the Near Vision Testing Card (appendix G). A piece of the same type

of string was slide through the hole, knotted, burned, and securely taped so it could not

slide. Sixteen inches from the card a second knot was tied in the string and burned. This

string was measured prior to use by two people separately to ensure accuracy.

Near vision was assessed by asking subjects to place the knot on the end of the

string to their forehead and hold the card out in front of them. Each eye was tested

separately and then both tested together as was done in the distance vision assessment.

To do this, subjects were asked to completely cover their left eye with their hand and read

the chart while both eyes remained open. The second eye was then tested in the same

fashion, followed by the assessment of both eyes at the same time.

The subject’s vision measurement was recorded with the subject’s name, date, 

and examiner’s initials onto a bright pink slip of paper (appendix H). The subject was

instructed to return this slip of paper in lieu of a doctor’s verification of their normal 

vision with all other completed study materials.

Subject Demographics

The Principal Investigator received 112 completed subject packets; however

twelve subjects were excluded from the study. The reasons for exclusion include: one

subject reported wearing reading glasses, one subject reported the use of psychiatric

medications, and ten myopic subjects submitted prescriptions indicating they had

presbyopia (a need for reading prescription). A total of one hundred participants were

included in the present study.
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Chi-square analyses showed no significant differences between the groups based

on gender (p= .69), ethnicity (p = .08), marital status (p = .33), or education (p = .63). It

is worth noting that due to the small cell sizes (frequencies of less than 5) for some of the

categories, results of the test may not be valid. However, examination of the

crosstabulation frequencies and percents indicate that there are no differences in the

distributions for these variables. Subject groups were determined to be similar based on

the demographic information collected.

Subject Age

Subject age ranged from 19 to 59 years old with the majority of participants in

their thirties. The mean age of subjects was 33.43 (standard deviation = 7.829).

Subject Age
in Years Frequency/Percent

19 1

20-29 32

30-39 44

40-49 19

50-59 3

unknown 1

Total 100

Table 1. Frequency of Subject Age.
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Gender

The subject sample included thirty-two males and sixty-eight females. Both

groups were balanced in terms of gender. The nearsighted group contained 17 males and

33 females and the control group contained 15 males and 35 females.

Subject Gender Crosstabulation

subject's gender

Total
Male Female

subject
group

Nearsighted

Count 17 33 50

% within subject group 34 66 100

% within subject's gender 53.1 48.5 50

Normal Vision

Count 15 35 50

% within subject group 30 70 100

% within subject's gender 46.9 51.5 50

Total

Count 32 68 100

% within subject group 32 68 100

% within subject's gender 100 100 100

Table 2. Subject Gender.
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Ethnicity

Subject ethnicity in the total population included 89% Caucasian, 4% African

American, 3% Asian American,and 3% “other,” one subject chose not to identify his/her

ethnicity. The majority of participants were Caucasian in both groups with 42 in the

nearsighted group and 47 in the control group.

Subject Ethnicity Crosstabulation

subject ethnicity

Total
Caucasian African

American Asian Other
Chose not
to answer

subject
group

Nearsighted

Count 42 1 3 3 1 50

% within
subject
group

84 2 6 6 2 100

% within
subject
ethnicity

47.2 25 100 100 100 50

Normal
Vision

Count 47 3 50

% within
subject
group

94 6 100

% within
subject
ethnicity

52 75 50

Total

Count 89 4 3 3 1 100

% within
subject
group

89 4 3 3 1 100

% within
subject
ethnicity

100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 3. Subject Ethnicity.
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Marital Status

The majority of total participants (64%) reported that they were

married/cohabitating followed by 23% who reported being single. When comparing the

two groups, 43.75% of nearsighted subjects were married whereas the control group

contained 56.25% married subjects.

Marital Status Crosstabulation

Marital Status

Total
Single Married/

cohabiting Divorced Widowed

subject
group

Nearsighted

Count 14 28 7 1 50

% within
subject group 28 56 14 2 100

% within
marital status 60.9 43.75 58.3 100 50

Normal
Vision

Count 9 36 5 50

% within
subject group 18.0 72 10 100

% within
marital status 39.1 56.25 41.7 50

Total

Count 23 64 12 1 100

% within
subject group 23 64 12 1 100

% within
marital status 100 100 100 100 100

Table 4. Subject Marital Status.
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Education Level

The highest level of participant education ranged from General Education

Development (GED) to one subject with a Doctoral degree. Both groups contained a

majority of subjects with a Bachelor’s degree.

Education Level Crosstabulation

education level

Total
GED High

school
Associate's

degree
Bachelor's

degree
Master's
degree

Doctoral
degree

subject
group

Nearsighted

Count 1 7 12 26 3 1 50

% within
subject
group

2 14 24 52 6 2 100

% within
education
level

50 63.6 42.9 48.1 75 100 50

Normal
Vision

Count 1 4 16 28 1 50

% within
subject
group

2 8 32 56 2 100

% within
education
level

50 36.4 57.1 51.9 25 50

Total

Count 2 11 28 54 4 1 100

% within
subject
group

2 11 28 54 4 1 100

% within
education
level

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 5. Subject Education Level.
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Subject Confidentiality

All subjects were insured that complete confidentiality would be maintained

during and after the completion of thestudy.  Upon receiving subjects’ completed packets 

the Principal Investigator coded all materials and removed the Informed Consent form

(appendix I) and verification of vision, placed them in a secure file cabinet, where only

the PI has any access to the documents.  Subjects’ personal identifying information only 

existed on these two documents and on no other forms as a measure to protect subject

confidentiality. On the Personal Orientation Inventory there is a box that asks for

information such as name, gender, occupation, etc.; this box was crossed out in ink by the

PI prior to distribution so that subjects would not fill this information out directly on the

scoring sheet. Confidentiality was stressed due to the personal and psychological nature

of the questions asked on the employed measures.

Procedure

After the initial screening, if subjects met the inclusion criteria and remained

interested in participating they were given the packet of materials either by mail or by

hand. Subjects were instructed to completely fill out the materials and return them to the

PI via the postage-paid, self-addressed envelop included in the packet of materials.

Each research packet was a 9 x 12 inch, clasped, manila envelop that contained:

two Informed Consent Forms (appendix I), one Subject Background Questionnaire

(appendix J), one Eye Health Questionnaire (appendix K), the Personal Orientation

Inventory (POI) with booklet (appendix L), the Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES)

(appendix M), one Items Check List (appendix N), one folded, self-addressed, postage-

paid, 9 x 12 inch, manila, clasped envelop, and one sharpened number 2 pencil.
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Completed materials were hand delivered or mailed back to the PI in the postage

paid envelopes provided. Both the POI and the DES were scored by the PI using the

methods defined in their respective scoring manuals. Scores were then entered onto a

spreadsheet using SPSS computer software by the Principal Investigator. This

spreadsheet was then emailed to Nanci Avitable, Ph.D., a hired statistician, who analyzed

the data.

Methods of Data Analysis

Data analyses were conducted to detect statistical differences between the myopic

and normal vision groups. Several statistical methods were employed for this purpose.

The t-test for independent samples, ANCOVA, and Mann-Whitney U tests were each

utilized to examine group differences based on their scores from the POI and DES. SPSS

computer software was used for analysis.

The T-Test for Independent Samples

The t-test for independent samples is used to examine group differences between

two unrelated groups. This test is appropriate when each subject is tested only one time,

results are normally distributed, and variances are equal.25 T-tests for independent

samples were utilized for variables that met these assumptions.

Mann-Whitney U Test

When the assumptions required for using the t-test are not met, a non-parametric

test such as the Mann-Whitney U test can be used to determine group differences. The

Mann-Whitney U test is used to analyze ordinal data based on rank order.26 This test was

used to conduct an item analysis for individual questions on the DES.
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Analysis of Covariance

Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) is used to find differences between groups

while controlling for certain extraneous variables by neutralizing their effects.

ANCOVAs were employed to control for such factors where necessary.

Post-Study Procedures

Drawing for Gift Cards

Upon completion of the study five subject numbers were randomly drawn from a

shoebox by an uninvolved party. The subject numbers were than taken by the PI and

matched to their rightful names. These five subjects were each awarded one $50.00 Visa

Gift card. As promised, the minimum odds of winning (1 in 25) were maintained. With

a total of 112 subjects27, 5 cards were randomly drawn and given away, making the actual

odds of winning 1 in 22.4.

Results Letters

A letter was sent by regular mail to all subjects to thank them for participating, as

well as to inform them of the results of the study. The five $50.00 Visa gift cards were

sealed inside the winners’ envelopes and mailed (using “Delivery Confirmation” from the 

U.S. Postal Services) with a slightly different version of the letter. The three optometrists

that assisted in recruiting in response to the request were also mailed results. A thank

you letter and a $20.00 Visa gift card were sent using “Delivery Confirmation” from the 

U.S. Postal Services to these three optometrists.
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CHAPTER 4:
RESEARCH FINDINGS

…man will occasionally stumble over the truth, but usually manages to pick himself up,
walk over or around it, and carry on.

-Winston S. Churchill

This chapter contains the research findings of the study. Data analyses were

conducted using an alpha level of .05 for all statistical tests. A preliminary examination

of the data within groups was conducted. No severe normality problems were found that

could affect the results. T-tests for independent samples, analyses of covariance

(ANCOVAs), and Mann-Whitney U tests were used to examine the data to address the

research questions. All analyses were performed using SPSS 6.0 for Macintosh

computers by a hired statistician.

Although homogeneity of the groups for the demographic variables was

established, review of the correlations between age and the other independent variables

suggested that controlling for age in the analyses might be appropriate. Tests of parallel

slopes were done to determine if the relationship with age was the same for both groups;

no group differences were found. Analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) were then

conducted to discover which variables had age as a significant covariate. For those

scores with which age was significant, the result of the ANCOVA is reported. T-tests for

independent samples were calculated for variables that did not have age as a significant

covariate. Lastly, an item analysis was done for individual DES questions using Mann-

Whitney U tests.
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Statistical Results for the POI

Correlations with Diopter within the Nearsighted Group

As a result of the selection criteria for the nearsighted group the range of diopter

(degree of nearsightedness) values was restricted to > -0.25. With this in mind, it is

worth noting that statistically significant correlations were found within the nearsighted

group between diopter and five of the ten subscales of the of the POI.

It was not possible to assess the relationship within the normal vision group or for

the groups combined because in the control group diopter was not measured. It is

possible that some subjects in the normal vision group had an unknown refractive error of

-0.25 or more even though they were able to pass examination with the eye charts. (The

likelihood that this has occurred is unknown to the PI due to lack of evidence/research

found the literature).

A correlation can be noted in nearsighted subjects between the degree of

refractive error and the following POI subscales: SAV (r = .43, p = .002), S (r = .29, p =

.04), Sr (r = .52, p = .000), Nc (r = .30, p = .03), Sy (r = .28, p = .05). The strength of

these correlations range from weak to moderate.

Self-Actualizing Value (SAV) and Diopter

The SAV subscale “was derived from Maslow’s concept of self-actualizing

people. A high score suggests that the individual holds and lives by values of self-

actualizing people, and a low score suggests the rejection of values of self-actualizing

people.”1 “A self-actualizing person lives in terms of their wants, likes, dislikes, and

values.”2 Data analysis indicated that the higher the subject’s diopter, the lower their 
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score was on the SAV subscale(r = .43, p = .002). This correlation implies that the more

nearsighted an individual is the less he or she tends to share and live by the values of self-

actualized people.

Spontaneity (S) and Diopter

On the Spontaneity (S) subscale the POI Manual states that, “A high score 

measures the ability to express feelings in spontaneous action. A low score indicates that

one is fearful of expressing feelings behaviorally.”3 A correlation was also found

between the S subscale and diopter although the correlation was not very strong (r = .29,

p = .04). These results suggest that people with higher myopia may have more difficultly

expressing themselves behaviorally.

Self-Regard (Sr) and Diopter

On the Self-Regard (Sr) subscale, “A high score measures the ability to like one’s 

self because of one’s strength as a person.  A low score indicates low self-worth.”4

Findings indicate that there is a moderate relationship between diopter and the Sr

subscale (r = .52, p = .000). This suggests that there is a relationship between increased

nearsightedness and lower self-esteem.

The Nature of Man, Constructive (Nc) and Diopter

TheNature of Man, Constructive (Nc) measure assesses subjects’ general 

perceptionof the inherently positive or “good” nature of people.  According to the POI 

Manual, “A high [Nc] score means that one sees man as essentially good.  He can resolve 

the goodness-evil, masculine-feminine, selfishness-unselfishness and spirituality-

sensuality dichotomies in the nature of man. A high score, therefore measures the self-
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actualizing ability to be synergistic in [one’s] understanding of human nature.  A low 

score means that one sees man as essentially evil or bad and is not synergistic.”5

It was found that the higher the refractive error was, the lower the subject scored

on the Nc subscale. This correlation (r = .30, p = .03) suggests that individuals with a

higher degree of myopia tend to view the nature of people as more negative than their

less myopic counterparts.

Synergy (Sy) and Diopter

On the Synergy (Sy) subscale, “A high score is a measure of the ability to see 

opposites of life as meaningfully related. A low score means that one sees opposites of

life as antagonistic. When one is synergistic one sees that work and play are not

different, that lust and love, selfishness and unselfishness, and other dichotomies are not

really opposite at all.”6 A weak correlation was found between diopter and the Sy

subscale (r = .28, p = .05). The less synergistic the subject, the more myopic they were.

Correlations with Age and the POI

Within the nearsighted group, a statistically significant correlation was observed

betweensubjects’ age and scores on the following scales and subscales of the POI: I (r

=.32, p = .03), SAV (r = .35, p = .01), Sr (r = .31, p = .03), and Sa (r = .31, p = .03). This

was expected to some degree, as the POI is a measure of self-actualization and some

components of self-actualization (self-worth, self-acceptance, level of independence, etc.)

might be expected to improve (or more fully develop) with age (or more life experience).

Interestingly, however, these correlations were not noted in the normal vision group.

Because this suggested that age might affect the results of the normal versus nearsighted
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comparisons, subsequent analyses examined the impact of age and controlled for it when

significance was found.

ANCOVA and T-test Results for the POI

T-tests revealed no significant differences between groups on the one main scale,

Time Competence (TC), or on six of the ten subscales of the POI (p > .05 for each scale

for which age was not a significant covariate). (See table 6).

Variable Subject
Group

Mean Standard
Deviation

t-test
(p value)

TC
Nearsighted 15.32 3.35 .52
Normal vision 15.76 3.52

Ex
Nearsighted 19.38 5.51 .99
Normal vision 19.36 5.17

Fr
Nearsighted 14.50 2.64 1.00
Normal vision 14.50 3.22

S
Nearsighted 11.82 3.12 .29
Normal vision 12.44 2.70

Sy
Nearsighted 6.68 1.30 .35
Normal vision 6.90 1.04

A
Nearsighted 15.46 3.61 .56
Normal vision 15.88 3.64

C
Nearsighted 17.48 3.30

.73Normal vision 17.74 4.10

Table 6. T-tests for independent samples on POI scales and
subscales.
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It is interesting to note that the mean scores for each of these scales was lower by

several tenths of a point for the nearsighted group with the exception of Fr and Ex (see

table 6). Figure 3 offers a visual comparison of mean standard scores7 between groups on

the POI.  These data indicate that nearsighted subjects generally were somewhat “less 

self-actualized,” although the differences overall were not statistically significant.  

Figure 3. Graph comparing mean standard scores between groups on
POI scales.
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The ANCOVAs, controlling for age, found a statistically significant difference

between groups for the Nc subscale of the POI (p = .004). Table 7 presents the

ANCOVA results along with the observed and adjusted means.

Variable Subject Group Mean Standard
Deviation

ANCOVA
(p value)

I
Nearsighted Observed

Adjusted
81.48
81.34

11.02
.06

Normal vision Observed
Adjuster

85.47
85.61

12.14

SAV
Nearsighted Observed

Adjusted
19.94
19.90

3.17
.05

Normal vision Observed
Adjusted

21.00
21.04

2.61

Sr
Nearsighted Observed

Adjusted
12.64
12.60

2.68
.08

Normal vision Observed
Adjusted

13.43
13.47

2.30

Sa
Nearsighted Observed

Adjusted
14.02
13.98

3.53
.13

Normal vision Observed
Adjusted

14.96
15.00

3.16

Nc
Nearsighted Observed

Adjusted
11.18
11.15

2.10
.004

Normal vision Observed
Adjusted

12.20
12.23

1.55

Table 7. ANCOVA on POI Scales and Subscales.

On the Nc subscale of the POI, subjects in the nearsighted group scored lower

than did subjects in the control group. The significant difference between the groups for

Nc suggests that nearsighted people may tend to perceive people as more negative than

do those with normal vision.
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Statistical Results for the DES

ANCOVA for the DES

When the ANCOVA was conducted to compare the means between the two

groups no statistical significance was found on the DES (p = 0.10) (see table 8). An item

analysis of the individual DES questions was then executed to more closely examine the

data.

Variable Subject Group Mean Standard
Deviation

ANCOVA
(p value)

DES score
Nearsighted Observed

Adjusted
13.06
13.17

10.49
.10

Normal vision Observed
Adjusted

10.18
10.07

8.27

Table 8. ANCOVA results for DES scores.

Mann-Whitney U Test for the DES

A non-parametric test was chosen to conduct an item analysis of the DES as the

scores violated the normality assumption required for t-test analyses. The Mann-Whitney

U test was selected as it is “one of the most powerful of the non-parametric tests for

comparing two populations.”8

Interestingly, mean scores for the majority of the questions on the DES were

slightly higher for the nearsighted group (see figures 4 and 5). These differences,

however, were not statistically significant, except for three questions (as will be

discussed).
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Figure 4. Graph comparing mean rank scores on DES items 1-14.

Figure 5. Graph comparing mean rank scores on DES items 15-28.
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the frequency of amnesic dissociation and question 12 inquires about the frequency of

depersonalization/derealization. On these three items the nearsighted group scored a

statistically significant amount higher than the controls. This might imply that these

types of dissociation occur more often in people with myopia, however since only three

questions show statistically significant differences, it would be unfounded to make such a

claim without further investigation. In the end, the differences on these questions did not

impact the overall means in a manner that resulted in an overall difference between the

groups.

DES
question

1

DES
question

2

DES
question

3

DES
question

4

DES
question

5

DES
question

6

DES
question

7

DES
question

8

Mann -
Whitney
U

1063.00 1070.00 1162.00 1201.00 1146.50 1228.00 1101.00 1183.50

Wilcoxon
W 2338.00 2345.00 2437.00 2476.00 2421.50 2503.00 2376.00 2458.50

Z -1.33 -1.27 -.81 -1.00 -1.02 -.16 -1.54 -.69

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-tailed)

.19 .21 .42 .32 .31 .87 .13 .49

Table 9. Mann-Whitney U Test for DES questions 1-8.

DES
question

9

DES
question

10

DES
question

11

DES
question

12

DES
question

13

DES
question

14

DES
question

15

DES
question

16

Mann -
Whitney
U

987.00 1198.50 1211.50 1000.00 1102.00 1189.50 1136.50 1166.00

Wilcoxon
W 2262.00 2473.50 2486.50 2275.00 2377.00 2464.50 2411.50 2441.00

Z -2.18 -.39 -.40 -2.19 -1.53 -.44 -.82 -.65

Asymp.
Sig.
(2-tailed)

.03 .70 .70 .03 .13 .66 .41 .52

Table 10. Mann-Whitney U Test for DES questions 9-16.
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DES
question

17

DES
question

18

DES
question

19

DES
question

20

DES
question

21

DES
question

22

DES
question

23

DES
question

24

Mann -
Whitney U 1161.00 1096.00 1069.50 1063.00 1105.50 1069.50 1184.50 1026.50

Wilcoxon
W 2436.00 2371.00 2344.50 2338.00 2380.50 2344.50 2459.50 2301.50

Z -.63 -1.17 -1.27 -1.33 -1.01 -1.31 -.46 -1.57

Asymp.
Sig. (2-
tailed)

.53 .24 .20 .18 .31 .19 .65 .12

Table 11. Mann-Whitney U Test for DES questions 17-24.

DES question 25 DES question 26 DES question 27 DES question 28

Mann -Whitney U 941.00 1142.00 1107.00 1076.00

Wilcoxon W 2216.00 2417.00 2382.00 2351.00

Z -2.27 -.95 -1.47 -1.76

Asymp. Sig.
(2-tailed) .02 .35 .14 .08

Table 12. Mann-Whitney U Test for DES questions 25-28.
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Chapter 4 Endnotes:

1 E. L. Shostrom, The Personal Orientation Inventory Manual: An Inventory for the Measure of Self-
Actualization (California: Educational and Industrial Testing Service, 1966), 17.

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid., 18.
6 Ibid.
7Raw scores for group means were plotted on the “Profile Sheet for the Personal Orientation 

Inventory” and standard scores were obtained as instructed in The Personal Orientation Inventory Manual:
An Inventory for the Measure of Self-Actualization (California: Educational and Industrial Testing Service,
1966), 7.

8V. J. Easton and John H. McColl, “Statistics Glossary: Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney Test,”
http://www.cas.lancs.ac.uk/glossary_v1.1/nonparam.html#wmwt (accessed on November 24, 2007).
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CHAPTER 5:
DISCUSSION, SUGGESTIONS, AND CONCLUSION

The following section contains a summary of the findings, review of the research

questions, as well as implications and conclusions drawn from the results. Limitations of

the current study are outlined and suggestions for further research are presented.

Summary of Findings

It is difficult to make one general statement to describe the findings; it seems we

are left with more questions than answers. Although there was no statistical difference

found between groups on the DES there was a group difference found on the POI.

Results of the Nc subscale of the POI indicated that nearsighted subjects generally

viewed the inherent nature of humankind in a more negative way than those with normal

vision. Further examination of this relationship demonstrated a reciprocal correlation

between degree of nearsightedness and Nc scores; this suggests that the higher the

myopia the more negative or evil people tend to perceive the nature of humankind.

The results also demonstrated other correlations. Subjects with higher myopia

tended to score lower on the Self-Actualizing Value (SAV), Spontaneity (S), Self-Regard

(Sr), Nature of Man, Constructive (Nc), and Synergy (Sy) subscales of the POI. These

correlations suggest that the more nearsighted people are:

1. the less they tend to have and live by the values of self-actualized people

2. the less able they are to express themselves behaviorally

3. the lower their self-esteem tends to be

4. the less positive their perception of humankind tends to be
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5. the less synergistic they tend to be

Although the correlations were shown to have varying degrees of strength each warrant

further consideration.

Review of Purpose and Research Questions

This study was designed to seek alternative links to nearsightedness. The central

research questions of the present study are:

1. Is there a relationship between myopia and level of self-awareness?

2. Do individuals with myopia dissociate more frequently than those with normal,

20/20 vision?

Hypothesis One

 Research results will demonstrate a relationship between self-awareness

and nearsightedness.

Hypothesis Two

 Research results will yield a reciprocal correlation between self-awareness

and myopia suggesting that a decreased level of self-awareness is related

to higher myopia.

Hypothesis Three

 Research findings will suggest that nearsighted individuals dissociate

more than those with normal, 20/20 vision.
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Discussion

Support for Hypotheses One and Two

Although Hypothesis One cannot be completely accepted, it cannot be fully

rejected either. Despite the fact that mean scores were higher on nearly all the scales of

the POI for the control group, suggesting that those with normal, 20/20 vision are slightly

more self-actualized (or self-aware) than those with myopic vision, the differences

between groups were not statistically significant on most of the scales and subscales. On

one subscale, however, a significant difference was found, where nearsighted subjects

scored significantly lower than the control group. The ANCOVA revealed a statistically

significant difference between groups on the Nature of Man, Constructive (Nc) subscale

of the POI (P = .004). This suggests that nearsighted people may tend to view the

inherent nature of people as more negative than those with normal vision.

This leaves us with some interesting possibilities. What does this relationship

really imply? Could it mean that myopic people tend to trust humankind less because

they are not able to see them as clearly? Or might it be the other way around, where

people who see others as inherently evil tend to blur them out, thus creating a myopic

state? And of course, there may be third possibility, that these two variables simply

coexist but have no influence or interaction with one another.

What can be stated regarding analysis of the Nc subscale is that there is some

relationship between nearsightedness and this variable. But what exactly is this variable?

If one was to consider how one views the inherent nature of people as analogous to self-

awareness, then we might consider accepting Hypothesis One. This, however, seems a

bit of a stretch. What it does demonstrate is simply that a relationship may exist between

these two variables.
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Correlations within the Nearsighted Group

Correlations within the nearsighted group lend support to both Hypothesis One

and Hypothesis Two. We can consider partially accepting Hypotheses One and Two

based on five of the ten subscales of the POI; though it is with some limitation due to the

restriction of the inclusion criteria (as detailed in Chapter 4). Within the nearsighted

group a statistically significant correlation was found between the degree of myopia

(diopter) and scores on the Self-Actualizing Value (SAV), Spontaneity (S), Self-Regard

(Sr), Synergy (Sy), and Nature of Man, Constructive (Nc) subscales of the POI. It was

found that the higher the subject’s diopter, the lower they tended to score on each of these

subscales. This reciprocal correlation suggests that the more nearsighted a person is the

less self-aware they may to be. With an increase in the severity of myopia, there may

tend be a decrease in the individual’s level of self-actualization (SAV), ability to express

themselves behaviorally (S), self-esteem (Sr), ability to be synergistic (Sy), as well as a

decreasein one’s tendency to positively view the inherent nature of humankind(Nc).

After reviewing these correlations is it then possible to partially accept

Hypothesis Two. The strength of the correlations vary from weak to moderate, as

presented in Chapter 4, and correlations with diopter were not found on all twelve of the

scales and subscales of the POI. The acceptance of Hypothesis Two is made only

partially for these reasons.

Lack of Support for Hypothesis Three

Statistical analysis did not yield a significant difference between groups on the

overall scores of the DES. So we must accept the null hypothesis for Hypothesis Three

because research findings did not suggest that nearsighted individuals dissociate more
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than those with normal, 20/20 vision. Possible reasons for lack of difference may

include: subjects’ tendency toward more socially desirable responses, lack of personal

insight, and possibly the choice of measure (as will be discussed further under

Limitations).

A closer inspection of the DES by way of an item analysis, further supported the

acceptance of the null hypothesis for Hypothesis Three. The item analysis did reveal a

statistically significant difference between groups on three of the twenty-eight questions.

These questions are as follows:

 Question 9: Some people find that they have no memory for some
important events in their lives (for example, a wedding or graduation).
Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.

 Question 12: Some people have the experience of feeling that other
people, objects, and the world around them are not real. Circle a number
to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.

 Question 25: Some people find evidence that they have done things that
they do not remember doing. Circle a number to show what percentage of
the time this happens to you.

The normal vision group responded significantly lower than the myopic group on these

questions. As mentioned in Chapter 4, questions 9 and 25 measure the frequency of

amnesic dissociation (where an individual has no memory of an event) and question 12

assesses the frequency of depersonalization/derealization (where an individual perceives

the self or the external word as strange or unreal). In order to imply that these types of

dissociation occur more frequently in people with myopia than in those with normal

vision, further research is needed. Overall the difference on these three questions was not

enough to have a statistically significant impact on the overall group means of DES

scores.
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Limitations

Limitations of Study Design

It is important to note that a major weakness of correlational research is that

correlation is not equivalent to causation. The present study demonstrates that there may

be a relationship between myopia and several components of self-awareness but by no

means indicates that one’s lack of self-awareness caused the myopia. It is not possible to

discern which came first in correlational research. Perhaps myopia lead subjects to avoid

developing improved self-awareness not the other way around or perhaps the two

variables coexist but do not have any influence upon each other. Cross-sectional studies

are useful for suggesting associations between variables and that was the goal of the

present project.

According to Kazdin, in his book, Research Designs in Clinical Psychology,

“Case control studies can provide critical insights about the nature of a problem,

characteristic, or experience…”1 So despite the limitations of this research design, it

does have value.  “Cross-sectional designs are commonly used and have generated

provocative findings, theories, and further research.”2 The findings of the present project

are certainly provocative and do warrant further investigation.

Limitations of Instrumentation

When assessing the vision of subjects who reported normal, 20/20 vision, there

may have been some unintended variation. Three different Registered Nurses verified

potential subjects’ normal vision.  This was done at different locations in well lit areas.  

Although all three RNs used the same protocol, identical eye charts, and pre-measured
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string for vision assessment, it is possible that furniture, patterns, or colors present in the

different rooms may have affected some subjects’ visual acuity.  

Limitations of Measure Administration

Study participants were not supervised when completing the surveys. It is

possible thatvariations in subjects’ environment may have influenced their answers.

Participants were asked to complete the measures in a quiet, undisturbed location but it

cannot be known to the PI if this actually occurred.

It was expected that measures be completed consecutively, all at one time versus

sporadically over the course of a few days. It is unknown to the PI if variations of this

occurred or how such variation may have affected the overall data. Also unknown, is the

order in which participants filled out the tests.  The measures were labeled “Survey 1” 

and “Survey 2” but this did not guarantee that the tests were completedin this order. It is

possible that the order of administration could have affected subject responses.

Limitations of Measures

As with most surveys, those specifically chosen for this study were not without

limitations. It is always the hope of the researcher that subjects are honest when

answering questions on psychometric measures but there is no guarantee that this will

occur. Confidentiality was stressed to help subjects feel more comfortable providing

accurate responses but there still remains a potential for subjects to choosemore “socially 

desirable” answers.
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Limitations of the Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES)

The DES was originally designed to detect dissociative psychopathology in the

clinical setting.  The creators of the instrument state, “Though the scale has been used to 

measure dissociation in non-clinical (normal) populations, this was not its intended

purpose and users should be aware of this. Since non-clinical subjects typically score in a

fairly narrow range at the low end of the scale on the DES, small differences among these

subjects may not be meaningful.”3

The use of self-report measures rely on the accuracy of subject responses.

Although the specific construct under investigation in “Survey 2” (the Dissociative 

Experiences Scale) was not disclosed to subjects, it is highly likely that the nature of the

questions may have had some affect on the way some subjects responded. (See appendix

Mfor the measure).  In order to not “appear crazy” it is possible that some participants

minimized the percentage of time the experiences occurred in their lives.

Limitations of the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

There is no existing measure specifically for self-awareness. The POI was chosen

because it measures many aspects of self-awareness such as time competence, feeling

reactivity, self-regard, etc. (see Chapter 3). This limitation was considered when

interpreting results.

Other Limitations of this Study

Outside of the aforementioned limitations of the present project, there are other

factors that may have affected research findings. Although all extraneous variables
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cannot be controlled for it is well worth acknowledging their presence and potential for

impact on study results.

Subject selection is a variable that could not be fully controlled for in the present

project. Subjects self-selected based on their personal desire to participate in the study.

Volunteers may not be representative of the larger population. The Principal Investigator

made extensive efforts to reach a wide variety of participants through a variety of

recruiting efforts (as detailed in Chapter 3), however demographic information revealed

under-representation of minority populations.

Offering financial incentives can potentially affect subject selection. This study

promised at least a 1 in 25 chance of winning a $50.00 Visa gift card as incentive to

participate. It is possible that some subjects carelessly filled out the surveys simply to be

part of the drawing.

Randomization did not occur in this study because in correlational research,

subject groups are divided based on the presence or absence of the variable under

investigation. Therefore, obtaining a representative control group posed a challenge.

Controls may have differed from cases in other, unknown ways besides visual acuity.

Also worth noting is the final return rate of subject materials. A total of 196

packets were distributed to (allegedly) willing participants and only 112 were returned.

Of the total number returned, 100 subjects fully met the inclusion criteria. It is unknown

why so many volunteers chose not to participate after receiving packets.

There are limitations to any research project. The use of a correlational research

design brings with it limitations of its own. Although causal inferences could not be

made due to the choice of design, a relationship was demonstrated.  “Findings that 
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compare intact groups are very useful in generating theory and concrete hypotheses to

analyze further the reasons for these relations and the conditions under which they do and

do not operate.”4

Final Thoughts

Thoughts on Stress and Myopia

As detailed in the Literature Review, stress may impact visual acuity and

prolonged stress may result in a diagnosable refractive error.  One’s perception of the 

nature of humankind, if negative, might be considered a stressor. If an individual, even

unconsciously, felt that others tend to be inherently evil (to some degree), than there may

be an element of fear or need to protect the self from others. Perhaps (unconsciously)

creating a state of myopia is a form of avoidance, (flight when fight is not an option).

The results from this study seem to support the theory that stress may be linked to

myopia.  Is it possible that one’s increase in myopia is related to the strain produced by 

fear when one assumes others are fundamentally evil? This possibility would support

Bates’ theory.  Of course, future research is required to more fully substantiate such a 

claim.

Thoughts on Perception and Myopia

Perhaps it is a question of perception. As Drs. Kaplan and Liberman (and others)

theorize, the way we perceive the world around us is related to the eye’s refractive state.  

The results of the present study suggest that there is indeed a link between perception and

myopia.

The Nature of Man, Constructive (Nc) and Self-Regard (Sr) subscales of the POI

reflect perception. The Nc measures the way one perceives others and the Sr assesses the
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way one perceives themselves. Maslow felt that outside perception is intimately related

to internal or self-perception.5 Both of these subscales were shown to have correlations

with the degree of diopter, the more nearsighted the subject, the lower they tended to

score on the Nc and Sr subscales. These findings suggest that perception may be related

to degree of myopia. If higher myopia is related to a lower or decreased level of self-

perception and perception of others, treatments involving the improvement of self-esteem

warrant further investigation.

Suggestions for Future Research

The following is a list of suggested improvements for the current study followed

by suggestions for further research on the topic.

Suggestions for Improvement of the Current Study

1. The use of a different measure for dissociation is recommended; one that is

designed specifically as a state (versus a trait) measure. Although the questions

on the DES all referred to the frequency of various dissociative experiences it was

not created specifically to measure one’s state of dissociation as much as it was 

designed to identify the existence of a dissociative trait.6 A measure that might be

useful for this purpose is the Dissociative Processes Scale (DPS). The DPS is

designed to measure dissociative tendencies within the normal range as apposed

to detecting dissociative pathology.7

2. Another suggestion is to conduct the research in a controlled environment.

Subjects were asked to complete the measures in a quiet, undisturbed location but

unless this is actually supervised by the PI, it cannot be known if this has

occurred.
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3. It is recommended that in the future, one optometrist conduct all vision screenings

in one location with all the same charts and equipment.

4. Vision screening should include a measurement of refractive error in all

participants so there is no question of any inadvertently missed refractive error in

the normal vision group.

5. Further research should include larger sample size as well as increased ethnic

diversity of participants. This would improve the generality of the findings.

6. The use of a more specific measure for self-awareness is also suggested, despite

the fact that this may entail creating a measure since one does not currently exist.

Suggestions for Future Studies

The findings of this research demonstrated a potential link between self-

awareness and nearsightedness, pursuing this relationship further is necessary to establish

a fuller understanding of its implications. Some suggestions for future research are as

follows.

1. Replication of the current study, considering the suggested improvements, is

recommended.

2. Conducting a study involving self-awareness workshops or techniques is

suggested. Using a pretest-posttest control group design, subjects could be

assessed using the POI, a measure of dissociation, and measurement of refractive

error.

3. Research employing various energy healing modalities is also suggested.

Modalities specifically intended to improve self-awareness might be utilized to

investigate the same constructs as the current project.
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4. The study of meditation practices, for example mindfulness training, in relation to

refractive error may also produce valuable insight into the nature of the

relationships suggested by the current research.

Conclusion

This research study was designed to examine potential alternative links to

nearsightedness. Although a clear connection could not be established between myopia

and self-awareness, interesting correlations between these variables were revealed.

Findings from this study suggest that nearsighted people tend to perceive the inherent

nature of people as more negative than do those with normal vision. And correlations

found within the nearsighted group suggest that higher degrees of nearsightedness may be

related to lower levels of some aspects of self-awareness. Although further research is

necessary to develop a deeper understanding of these phenomena, the present research

findings are certainly a worthy beginning. If how we perceive our internal and external

worlds has a measurable effect on the refractive state of our eyes, than a potential for

healing does exist. A cure, it could then be argued, is in the mind of the beholder and not

so much in the eye.
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Chapter 5 Endnotes:

1 A. Kazdin, Research Design in Clinical Psychology (Boston, MA: Allyn and Bacon, 2003), 138.
2 Ibid., 236.
3 E. B. Carlson and F. Putnam,“An Update on theDissociative Experiences Scale,” Dissociation VI,

no.1 (1993), 16.
4 A. Kazdin, Research Design in Clinical Psychology (Boston, MA: Allyn and Bacon, 2003), 237.
5 A. Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1968), 60.
6 E. B. Carlson and F. Putnam,“An Update on theDissociative Experiences Scale,” Dissociation VI,

no.1 (1993): 16.
7University of California, Berkeley, “Measures of Dissociation,” 

http://socrates.berkeley.edu/~kihlstrm/Dissociation.htm (accessed on January 16, 2008).
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APPENDIX A
Flyer for Recruiting

VVOOLLUUNNTTEEEERRSS NNEEEEDDEEDD
ffoorr

SSTTUUDDYY OONN EEYYEESSIIGGHHTT

Do you have 20/20 (normal) vision?
OR

Trouble seeing at a distance (nearsighted)?

And…
18-65 years of age
Never had eye surgery
Not wear bifocal, trifocal or progressive

lenses?

WWhhyy?? To be part of a research study on eyesight.

WWhhaatt?? Simply fill out two multiple choice surveys. Takes
less than 45 minutes!

WWhheerree?? In your own home! All materials mailed to your
home.

WWhheenn?? Now through June 15th, 2007

CCoosstt?? NONE - other than under 45 minutes of your time.

Your name will be entered into a drawing for a $50.00
Visa gift card.

Guaranteed at least a 1 in 25 chance of winning!

Just a little of your time could help to advance research on vision and may
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help to improve current treatments for nearsightedness. Final results of this
study will be mailed to all participants.

If you are interested in participating or have any questions about this study,
please contact
Katherine Yarboro, Doctoral Candidate, Holos University Graduate
Seminary.
Phone: 828-230-1925 Email: vision4holos@yahoo.com

Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Katherine Yarboro

(Tear-off strips withPI’s name, telephone number, and email address located here on
posted flyers. Flyer margins were adjusted to fit flyer on one 8.5 x 11 inch sheet of
paper).
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APPENDIX B
Advertisements for Study

1.) The following advertisement was posted in May 2007 in the Mountain Xpress. This is
a free, local newspaper distributed throughout Asheville, North Carolina and neighboring
towns. It read as follows:

“A local grad student is seeking volunteers for research. Is your vision 20/20 or
nearsighted? If interested in participating, email vision4holos@yahoo.com.”

2.) The following advertisement was posted in May and June 2007 in the Iwanna in
Asheville and Hickory, NC, Greenville-Spartanburg, SC, and Columbia and Knoxville,
TN.

“Do you have normal (20/20) vision? Grad student seeking volunteers for a research
study. NO cost to you. Surveys sent to your home. Great incentives. Call (828)230-
1925.”

3.) The following advertisement was posted in May 2007 in the Charlotte, North Carolina
Iwanna.

“Win a $50.00 Visa gift card! Fill out 2 surveys at home. Grad student seeking volunteers 
for research. If your vision is 20/20 or nearsighted call 828-230-1925.”

4.) The following announcement was posted from May to June 2007. It was printed in
The Scope, a hospital wide newsletter for Mission Hospital employees in Asheville, NC:

“Win a $50.00 Visa gift card! Grad student seeking volunteers for a research project on
eyesight. If you have normal (20/20) vision and can verify it, you may be eligible. You
will be asked to fill out 2 multiple choice surveys sent to your home. It takes under 45
minutes to complete all materials. There is NO cost to you for being in the study.
Participants will be entered into a drawing for one of several $50.00 Visa gift cards–the
odds of winning are guaranteed to be at least 1 in 25. Contact Kat Yarboro at
vision4holos@yahoo.com or (828)230-1925 for more information.”

All of the above advertisements were placed free of charge.
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APPENDIX C
Example of Online Message Board Announcement

I am a grad student seeking volunteers for my doctoral research project. The study is on
nearsightedness and different states of mind. It involves filling out 2 multiple choice
surveys, mailed to your home. There is NO cost to you for participating. (See
announcement below).
Please contact me with questions.

Blessings,
Katherine Yarboro
Doctoral Candidate,
Holos University
www.holosuniversity.org

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
for
STUDY ON EYESIGHT

Do you have 20/20 (normal) vision?
OR
Trouble seeing at a distance (nearsighted)?
And…
• 18-65 years of age
• Never had eye surgery
• Not wear bifocal/trifocal or progressive lenses?

Why? To be part of a research study on eyesight.

What? Simply fill out two multiple choice surveys.
Takes less than 45 minutes!

Where? In your own home! All materials mailed to your home.
(U.S. residents only please)

When? Now through June 15th, 2007

Cost? NONE - other than under 45 minutes of your time.

Your name will be entered into a drawing for a
* * * $50.00 VISA GIFT CARD * * *
Guaranteed at least a 1 in 25 chance of winning!
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Just a little of your time could help to advance research on vision and may help to
improve current treatments for nearsightedness. Final results of this study will be mailed
to all participants.

If you are interested in participating or have any questions about this study, please
contact Katherine Yarboro, Doctoral Candidate, Holos University Graduate Seminary.
Email: vision4holos@yahoo.com

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
An announcement similar to the one above was posted on:

http://health.groups.yahoo.com/group/i-see/message/15414
on May 2, 2007, and

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/visionforlife/message/944
on May12, 2007.
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APPENDIX D
Letter to Optometrists/Vision Care Specialists

May 1, 2007

Dear (Optometrist/Vision Care Specialist’s name),

Research Study on Nearsightedness and States of Mind

I am writing to request your assistance with providing participants for a research project.
I am a candidate working on my Doctorate of Theology in Energetic & Spiritual Healing
at Holos University Graduate Seminary (www.HolosUniversity.org). As part of the
requirements to fulfill my degree, I am conducting original research in the field.

I am comparing different states of mind and their relationship to eyesight. The project
asks participants to fill out two multiple choice surveys mailed to their home. It takes
approximately 45 minutes to complete all materials. All postage is paid by me, the
Principal Investigator. There is no cost to participants for being in this study.

Are you willing to help recruit participants by posting the enclosed posters in your office?
I need 75 subjects with normal vision and 75 subjects who are nearsighted by
June 15th, 2007. I would be most appreciative of your very kind assistance.

Recruiting participants for this study is a way of increasing the amount of scientific
research on nearsightedness from an alternative and holistic perspective. Your assistance
may help to deepen the understanding of the condition and potentially improve current
treatments.

If you are willing to assist in recruiting participants, simply:
- fill out and return the enclosed self-addressed, stamped postcard and
- post the enclosed flyers in a visible location in your office now thru June 15th.

Upon completion of this study, the results will be mailed to your office and you will
receive a $20.00 Visa gift card as a small token of appreciation.

Feel free to contact me or Karin Cremasco, Committee Chair, with any questions.
Thank you so much for your interest and assistance with this study.

Sincerely,

Katherine Yarboro

Principal Investigator:
Katherine Yarboro
28 Grey River Run
Asheville, NC 28804
Email: vision4holos@yahoo.com
Phone: 828-230-1925

Faculty Supervisor:
Karin Cremasco, Ph.D., Th.D., C.C.I.
Committee Chair and Associate Professor
Holos University Graduate Seminary
Email: kcremasco@EarthLink.net
Phone: 519-823-1469
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APPENDIX E
Information Given to Prospective Subjects

This study is designed to look at nearsightedness and different states of mind.
It asks participants to fill out two multiple choice surveys.
I pay all postage. There is no cost to you for being in this study.
It takes approximately 45 minutes of your time to complete.

Inclusion Criteria

To be a participant in the study you must:
 be nearsighted (have trouble seeing at a distance) with a prescription of -0.50 or

more in each eye (this number is the Sph or Sphere on your prescription)

OR

 have normal vision (not use reading glasses and have 20/20 vision or better in
each eye as declared by a doctor or other examiner within the last two years)

Verification of your eyesight can be made by one of the following:

a.) a copy of the prescription for your eye glasses or contact lenses dated within
the last two years

b.) a copy of or actual piece of the packaging that contains the prescription for
your contact lenses purchased within the last two years

c.) evidence from a doctor or other examiner indicating that your vision is 20/20
dated within the last two years

(Verification of your vision can be mailed to you by your eye doctor’s office upon your request). 

To be included in the present study you must:
-be able and willing to participate in the research
-be between 18 and 65 years of age
-verify your current eyesight
-have approximately 45 minutes of quiet, undisturbed time to complete the

surveys

To be included you must:
-Not be farsighted
-Not have cataracts
-Not have glaucoma
-Not have double vision
-Nothave presbyopia (“old age vision” with a need for reading prescription)
-Not use bifocal, trifocal, or progressive lenses
-Not use over-the-counter or prescription reading glasses
-Not currently have other eye diseases or infections
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-Not have a history of eye surgery
-Not currently be taking eye medications (other than for dry eyes)
-Not currently be taking psychiatric medications
-Not currently be taking any medications for anxiety or nervousness

You may participate if you have astigmatism in one or both eyes if you are nearsighted.

If you meet the above stated criteria and wish to participate please reply by emailing your
regular mailing address to me and indicating that you meet all the inclusion criteria.
(Please note: Self-addressed, postage-paid envelops will be provided. There is no cost to
you for participating).

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me by email (vision4holos@yahoo.com)
or by phone (828)230-1925.

Thank you for your interest in this study.

Sincerely,
Katherine Yarboro
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APPENDIX F
Joel Schneider's 3-page Snellen Chart

The following eye charts are not to scale as they have been photographed and

pasted into this manuscript. To retrieve actual eye charts, please visit the website at:

http://www.i-see.org/block_letter_eye_chart.pdf
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APPENDIX G
Joel Schneider's Near Vision Testing Card

The following eye chart is not to scale as it has been photographed and pasted into

this manuscript. To retrieve actual eye charts, please visit the website at:

http://www.i-see.org/block_letter_eye_chart.pdf
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APPENDIX H
Normal Vision Verification Slip

Name:

Date:

Distance Right eye: Left eye: Both:

Near Right eye: Left eye: Both:

Initials of examiner:

This may be used in place of a doctor’s verification of your normal vision.
(Please return this slip with all other testing materials)
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APPENDIX I
Informed Consent Form

Dear Participant,

Please accept my gratitude for your interest in participating in the present research project. This
study is being conducted as part of the doctoral research requirements for Holos University
Graduate Seminary (www.HolosUniversity.org).

Holos University supports the practice of protection for human subjects participating in research.
The following information is provided for you to decide whether you wish to participate in the
present study. All participants enter into this study completely on a voluntary basis and
understand that there is no cost to participate. You should be aware that, even if you agree to
participate, you are free to withdraw at any time, without penalty of any kind. You also have the
option of not participating in this study.

Volunteers are invited to take part in this research study designed to investigate different states
of mind and their relationship to eyesight. This research involves filling out two surveys used to
assess various states of mind as well as two brief questionnaires to provide background and eye
health information. It is estimated that the completion of all written materials will take
approximately 45 minutes of your time, completed consecutively.

We assure you that your name or any other identifying information will not be associated in any
way with the results of this study. The information will be identified only by a code number.
Your participation in this research study will remain confidential.

Participants will be entered into a drawing for a $50.00 Visa gift card. There will be several
cards given away and the guaranteed odds of winning will be at least 1 in 25.

The benefits of your participation include: a chance to win a $50.00 Visa gift card, helping to
expand the existing body of knowledge on nearsightedness and the potential to help contribute to
the development and improvement of future treatment methods. There is no known physical risk
to you for participating in this research although it is possible that answering questions on the
two surveys could bring up some uncomfortable emotions. If this is to occur you are asked to
simply withdraw from this study by notifying the Principle Investigator by phone, email, or mail.

To be a participant in the present study you must:
 be nearsighted with a prescription of -0.50 diopters or more in each eye

OR
 have normal vision with 20/20 vision or better in each eye

Verification of your eyesight can be made by one of the following:

a.) a copy of the prescription for your eye glasses or contact lenses (dated within the last
two years)

b.) a copy of or actual piece of the packaging that contains the prescription for your
contact lenses (purchased within the last two years)

c.) evidence from your eye doctor or other examiner indicating that your vision is normal
(dated within the last two years)

(Verification of your vision can be mailed to you by your eye doctor’s office upon your request). 
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To be included in the present study you must:
-be able and willing to participate in the research
-understand, sign, and return this Informed Consent Form
-be between 18 and 65 years of age
-verify your current eyesight
-have approximately 45 minutes of quiet, undisturbed time to fully complete the enclosed

materials

To be included you must:
-Not be farsighted
-Not have cataracts
-Not have glaucoma
-Not have double vision
-Nothave presbyopia (“old age vision”)
-Not use bifocal, trifocal, or progressive lenses
-Not use over-the-counter or prescription reading glasses
-Not currently have other eye diseases or infections
-Not have a history of eye surgery
-Not currently be taking eye medications (other than for dry eyes)
-Not currently be taking psychiatric medications
-Not currently be taking any medications for anxiety or nervousness

You may participate if you have astigmatism in one or both eyes.

Research findings will be mailed by regular mail to all participants at the completion of the
study. It is anticipated that results will be available by the end of October 2007.

Thank you kindly for your time and consideration.

With my signature, I affirm that I meet the above criteria, wish to participate in the study, have
read, understand, and agree to this consent form, and have received a copy of the same to keep.

_____________________________________________ ______________
(Signature of participant) (Date)

PRINT YOUR NAME HERE: ________________________________________________
Your address: ______________________________________________________________

If you would like additional information concerning this research study before or after it is
complete, please feel free to contact Katherine Yarboro or Karin Cremasco, by phone, mail, or
email.

Sincerely,

Katherine I. Yarboro

Faculty Supervisor:
Karin Cremasco, Ph.D., Th.D., C.C.I.
Committee Chair and Associate Professor
Holos University Graduate Seminary
Email: kcremasco@EarthLink.net
Phone: 519-823-1469

Principal Investigator:
Katherine Yarboro
28 Grey River Run
Asheville, NC 28804
Email: vision4holos@yahoo.com
Phone: 828-230-1925
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APPENDIX J
Subject Background Questionnaire

Instructions: Please do not write your name on this form; it is confidential.
Please circle the best response or fill in the blank to best describe yourself.

Gender:

a.) Male
b.) Female

Age: ________

Ethnicity:

a.) Caucasian
b.) African American
c.) Hispanic
d.) Asian
e.) Other

Please specify: ____________________________________
f.) I choose not to answer this question

Marital status:

a.) Single
b.) Married/Cohabitating
c.) Separated
d.) Divorced
e.) Widowed
f.) Other

Highest level of education completed:

a.) I did not complete high school
b.) GED
c.) High school
d.)  Associate’s degree/Technical School
e.)  Bachelor’s degree
f.)  Master’s degree
g.) Doctoral degree

How is your vision, according to your eye doctor?

a.) I am nearsighted in both eyes
b.) I have 20/20 vision or better in both eyes
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Do you use alternative methods or treatments to improve your vision?

a.) Yes
b.) No

If you answered yes, please list below:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

If you wear corrective lenses, please answer the following questions:

Which do you wear?

a.) Glasses
b.) Contact lenses
c.) Both

How many years have you worn them? ______

How many times have you strengthened your prescription since you started wearing
corrective lenses?

a.) Never
b.) 1-3 times
c.) 4-6 times
d.) 7-10 times
e.) more than 10 times
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APPENDIX K
Eye Health Questionnaire

Please circle TRUE or FALSE to the following statements to best describe your
health.

TRUE or FALSE I have been told by a licensed optometrist or ophthalmologist,
within the last two years, that I have perfect, 20/20 vision (or
better) in each eye.

TRUE or FALSE I have been told by a licensed optometrist or ophthalmologist,
within the last two years, that I am nearsighted in both eyes by
-0.50 or more.

TRUE or FALSE I have been diagnosed as farsighted by a licensed optometrist or
ophthalmologist.

TRUE or FALSE I have been diagnosed with cataracts by a licensed optometrist or
ophthalmologist.

TRUE or FALSE I have been diagnosed with glaucoma by a licensed optometrist or
ophthalmologist.

TRUE or FALSE I have been diagnosed with double vision by a licensed optometrist
or ophthalmologist.

TRUE or FALSE I currently have an eye infection as diagnosed by a licensed
optometrist, ophthalmologist or other physician.

TRUE or FALSE I have been diagnosed with an eye disease not mentioned above,
by a licensed optometrist, ophthalmologist or other physician.

TRUE or FALSE I have a history of eye surgery.

TRUE or FALSE I am currently taking prescription eye medications.

TRUE or FALSE I am currently being treated for a psychiatric condition.

TRUE or FALSE I am currently taking psychiatric medications.

TRUE or FALSE I am currently taking medications for anxiety or for nervousness.
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APPENDIX L
Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Publisher contact information:

EdITS/Educational and Industrial Testing Service
P. O. Box 7234
San Diego, CA 92167
Phone: 619-222-1666
Toll Free: 800-416-1666
Fax: 619-226-1666
Website: www.edits.net
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APPENDIX M
Dissociative Experiences Scale1

Sidran Institute
200 East Joppa Road, Suite 207
Baltimore, MD 21286
Phone: 410.825.8888
Toll Free: 888.825.8249
Fax: 410.337.0747
www.sidran.org
Email: orders@sidran.org

Survey 2

Eve Bernstein Carlson, Ph. D. Frank W. Putnam, M. D.

DIRECTIONS

This questionnaire consists of twenty-eight questions about experiences that you may
have in your daily life. We are interested in how often you have these experiences. It is
important, however, that your answers show how often these experiences happen to you
when you are not under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

To answer the questions, please determine to what degree the experience described in
the question applies to you and circle the number to show what percentage of the time
you have the experience.

EXAMPLE:

0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%
(Never) (Always)
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Date _________________________ Age _______ Sex: M/F_______

1. Some people have the experience of driving or riding in a car or bus or subway
and
suddenly realizing that they don't remember what has happened during all or part
of
the trip. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to
you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

2. Some people find that sometimes they are listening to someone talk and they
suddenly realize that they did not hear part or all of what was said. Circle a
number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

3. Some people have the experience of finding themselves in a place and having
no idea how they got there. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time
this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

4. Some people have the experience of finding themselves dressed in clothes
that they don't remember putting on. Circle a number to show what percentage of
the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

5. Some people have the experience of finding new things among their
belongings that they do not remember buying. Circle a number to show what
percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

6. Some people sometimes find that they are approached by people that they do
not know who call them by another name or insist that they have met them
before. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to
you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

7. Some people sometimes have the experience of feeling as though they are
standing next to themselves or watching themselves do something and they
actually see themselves as if they were looking at another person. Circle a
number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

8. Some people are told that they sometimes do not recognize friends or family
members.
Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%
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9. Some people find that they have no memory for some important events in their
lives (for example, a wedding or graduation). Circle a number to show what
percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%
10. Some people have the experience of being accused of lying when they do
not think
that they have lied. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this
happens
to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

11. Some people have the experience of looking in a mirror and not recognizing
themselves. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens
to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

12. Some people have the experience of feeling that other people, objects, and
the world around them are not real. Circle a number to show what percentage of
the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

13. Some people have the experience of feeling that their body does not seem to
belong to them. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this
happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

14. Some people have the experience of sometimes remembering a past event
so vividly that they feel as if they were reliving that event. Circle a number to
show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

15. Some people have the experience of not being sure whether things that they
remember happening really did happen or whether they just dreamed them.
Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

16. Some people have the experience of being in a familiar place but finding it
strange and unfamiliar. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this
happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

17. Some people find that when they are watching television or a movie they
become so
absorbed in the story that they are unaware of other events happening around
them. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
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0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

18. Some people find that they become so involved in a fantasy or daydream that
it feels as though it were really happening to them. Circle a number to show what
percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

19. Some people find that they sometimes are able to ignore pain. Circle a
number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

20. Some people find that they sometimes sit staring off into space, thinking of
nothing, and are not aware of the passage of time. Circle a number to show what
percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

21. Some people sometimes find that when they are alone they talk out loud to
themselves. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens
to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

22. Some people find that in one situation they may act so differently compared
with
another situation that they feel almost as if they were two different people. Circle
a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

23. Some people sometimes find that in certain situations they are able to do
things with
amazing ease and spontaneity that would usually be difficult for them (for
example, sports, work, social situations, etc.). Circle a number to show what
percentage of the time
this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

24. Some people sometimes find that they cannot remember whether they have
done something or have just thought about doing that thing (for example, not
knowing whether they have just mailed a letter or have just thought about mailing
it). Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

25. Some people find evidence that they have done things that they do not
remember doing. Circle a number to show what percentage of the time this
happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%
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26. Some people sometimes find writings, drawings, or notes among their
belongings that
they must have done but cannot remember doing. Circle a number to show what
percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

27. Some people sometimes find that they hear voices inside their head that tell
them to do things or comment on things that they are doing. Circle a number to
show what percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

28. Some people sometimes feel as if they are looking at the world through a fog
so that
people and objects appear far away or unclear. Circle a number to show what
percentage of the time this happens to you.
0% 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100%

1The title, “Dissociative Experiences Scale,” did not appear anywhere on the copy given to subjects.
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APPENDIX N
Items Check List

Before returning items please be sure to enclose all of the following in the
self-addressed, postage-paid envelop to Katherine Yarboro, Principal
Investigator.

___ One signed Informed Consent Form

___ Subject Background Questionnaire

___ Eye Health Questionnaire

___ Completed Survey 1 (Personal Orientation Inventory) with booklet

___ Completed Survey 2

___ Verification of your vision (from within the last two years)

If you have normal vision, include the following:

a.) Confirmation of your normal vision

If you are nearsighted, include one of the following:

a.) Copy of your current glasses or contact lens prescription
b.) Copy of or actual contact lens packaging that contains

your current prescription


